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Norwegian Citizen Panel Wave 1, 2013
Overview
Identification

NSD2065

Version

Production Date: 2017-10-10
Notes
Original data from University of Bergen are documented and prepared, third NSD-version.

Abstract
The Norwegian Citizen Panel is a platform for internet surveys of public opinion in important areas of society and politics in
Norway. Participants are randomly recruited from the Norwegian population register, and they are encouraged to participate
over time. The panel was fielded for the first time in the fall of 2013 and the survey is carried out about twice a year. The
University of Bergen owns and is responsible for the Citizen Panel. The company Ideas2Evidence recruits respondents,
produces the survey, and provides documentation of the data. Data is stored and shared by the Norwegian Social Science
Data services (NSD). The Norwegian Citizen Panel welcomes research proposals for survey content. More information about
calls and other updates is available at www.medborger.uib.no
The text comments in the dataset can be found in a separate excel-document, and will be delivered along the dataset. The text
comments are attached to a serial number for the respondents.
For access to the dataset, use the NSD application form:
http://www.nsd.uib.no/nsd/english/orderform.html
Kind of Data

Survey data

Unit of Analysis

Individual

Scope & Coverage
Keywords

Attitudes, Political attitudes, Social attitudes, Political participation, Citizen participation,
Constituents, Party identification, Political allegiance, Climate, Climatic changes, Interethnic
relations, Intergroup relations, Social behaviour, Environment, Environmental changes, Climatic
changes, Global warming, Politics, Political action, Political behaviour, Immigration policy,
Environmental policy, Political, social and economic issues, Safety and security measures,
Protection from terrorism, Security services, Panel data

Topics

Mass political behaviour, attitudes/opinion, Politics, Environmental degradation/pollution and
environmental protection, Social behaviour and attitudes

Countries

Norway

Geographic Coverage
Country
Universe
Norwegian citizens above the age of 18.

Producers & Sponsors
Primary
Investigator(s)

Ivarsflaten, Elisabeth, Coordinator, University of Bergen
Andersson, Mette, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
Arnesen, Sveinung, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
Böhm, Gisela, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
Elgesem, Dag, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
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Gåsdal, Odd, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
Strømsnes, Kristin, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
Tvinnereim, Endre, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
Aars, Jacob, Scientific Team, University of Bergen and Rokkansenteret
Other Producer(s)

Ryssevik, Jostein , Ideas2evidence , Quality assurance
Skjervheim, Øivind , Ideas2evidence , Investigator
Høgestøl, Asle , Ideas2evidence , Coordinator

Funding Agency/ies

University of Bergen (UiB)
Uni Rokkan Centre

Sampling
Sampling Procedure
Gross sample: 24 942 persons
Net sample: 4905 persons
Response rate: 19,7 %
Based on international literature the panel recruitment process was expected to have a success rate of approximately 14
percent. In order to reach our minimum target of 3 500 respondents we therefore had to draw a gross sample of 25 000
individuals.
The sample was drawn from the Norwegian National Population Registry. This register includes everyone born in Norway
as well as former and current inhabitants. The Norwegian Tax Administration is responsible for the register, but the
administration is partly outsourced to the private IT-company Evry. Evry drew the sample on behalf of the Citizen Panel after
the necessary permissions were acquired from the Norwegian Tax Administration.
25 000 individuals over the age of 18 were randomly drawn from the register. The extracted data was a) last name, b) first
name, c) address, d) gender, and e) age. The sample excluded people with no current home address in Norway.
Furthermore, all individuals over the age of 95 were excluded from the sample. This amounted to 58 persons, thus leaving a
net sample of 24 942 individuals before the recruitment process started.
Data Collection Mode:
Panel members were recruited per post in two steps.
First, letters were sent to everyone in the sample. The letters contained the following information; a) a description of the
project, b) the Citizen Panel's policy on privacy and measures taken to protect the anonymity of the participators, c) the timeframe of the project, d) the participants' rights to opt out of the panel at any time in the future, e) contact information for the
people responsible for the project, f) a unique log-in id and the web address to the panel's web site and g) the estimated time
required to complete the survey (20 minutes).
In order to maximize the response rate, an incentive in the form of a travel gift card was included in the project. The value
of the gift card was 25 000 NOK. To enter the lottery respondents were required to join the panel and provide their e-mail
addresses. Respondents were asked to register on the panel's web site and log into the survey using the unique id-code
provided in their personal letter. Information on the lottery was included in all correspondence with respondents.
The letter was posted on the 6th of November 2013.
A reminder post card was sent on the 22nd of November 2013 to those respondents who a) had not logged into the survey, or
b) had neither completed the survey nor provided their e-mail address. Respondents were encouraged to join the panel, with
reference to the letter sent two weeks prior. The unique log-in id provided in the original letter was also included in the post
card. A reminder e-mail was sent on the 25th of November to those respondents who had provided their e-mail addresses, but
had not yet completed the survey.
Weighting
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To compensate for the observed bias, a set of weights has been calculated. The weights equal the relation between a given
strata in the population and the total population, divided by the relation between a given strata in the net sample and the total
net sample. This procedure returns values around 1, but above 0. Respondents who are underrepresented will receive a weight
above 1 and respondents who are overrepresented a weight below 1. The weights of the different stratums are listed in the
documentation report (table 8 in the appendix).
When calculating the weights, the information regarding the respondent's geographical location, gender and age are
based on registry data. These attributes were included in the sample file we received from the Norwegian Population
Register. Information regarding the level of education is provided by the respondents when answering the questionnaire.
Approximately 9 percent of the net sample did not answer this question. Because of this, two different weights have been
calculated:
- Weight 1 based on demographic variables (age, gender and geography)
- Weight 2 combining the demographic variables with education. Respondents with missing data on the education variable
are only weighted on demography (the education component of the weight is set to 1 in these cases).
When applied, both weights will provide a weighted N equal to the number of cases in the dataset. We will strongly
recommend using weight 2 in any statistical analysis, as this weight provides the most accurate compensation for the various
sources of bias in the net sample. An illustration of this is provided in table 5 which shows the effect of weight 2 on the
distribution of self-reported level of education in the net sample:

Data Collection
Data Collection Dates single 2013-11
Data Collection Mode Web survey
Data Collector(s)

Ideas2evidence

Accessibility
Distributor(s)

NSD – Norwegian Centre for Research Data

Access Conditions
The order form has to include name, institutional affiliation, project title, information about sources of financing and postal
address. A declaration of secrecy has to be signed before delivery of data.
Citation Requirements
Users are obliged to refer to producer and distributor of the data by writing the following in forewords or footnotes in
eventual publications:
“(Some of) the data applied in the analysis in this publication are based on "Norwegian Citizen Panel Wave 1, 2013".
The survey was financed by the University of Bergen (UiB) and Uni Rokkan Centre. The data are provided by UiB, and
prepared and made available by NSD - Norwegian Centre for Research Data. Neither UiB, Uni Rokkan Centre nor NSD are
responsible for the analyses/interpretation of the data presented here.”

Rights & Disclaimer
Disclaimer
Neither UiB, Uni Rokkan Centre nor NSD are responsible for the analyses/interpretation of the data presented here.
Copyright

Copyright (C) 2013 University of Bergen
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Files Description
Dataset contains 1 file(s)

Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# Cases

4905

# Variable(s)

331
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Variables Group(s)
Dataset contains 11 group(s)

Group All variables
#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

continuous

numeric-8.0

4905

0

Responseid

1

responseid

Responseid

2

w01_u

Randomizes the respondents
into two groups

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Randomiserer respondentene inn i
to grupper. De to gruppene blir stilt
spørsmål som både er felles for begge
gruppene og unike for den enkelte
gruppe.

3

w01_k1

Interest in politics

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In general, how interested are you in
politics?

4

w01_k2

Voted in the elections

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Did you vote at the parliamentary
elections this autumn?

5

w01_k3

Voted for following party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Which party did you vote for at the
parliamentary elections?

6

w01_k3_10_other Text: Voted for following
party

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which party did you vote for at the
parliamentary elections?

7

w01_k4

Time of choosing party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

When did you decide to vote for the
party or list you chose?

8

w01_k5_1

Reasons not to vote
in elections: too small
differences between parties

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... A. The
differences between the parties are too
minor

9

w01_k5_2

Reasons not to vote in
elections: not committed to
important issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... B. I am not
committed to any important issues

10

w01_k5_3

Reasons not to vote in
elections: not familiar with
issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... C. I am not
familiar enough with what the parties
represent

11

w01_k5_4

Reasons not to vote in
elections: lacking confidence
in politicians

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... D. I lack
confidence in politicians

12

w01_k5_5

Reasons not to vote in
elections: lack of time

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... E. I didn't have
the time or opportunity

13

w01_k6_1

Like or dislike party:
Christian Democratic Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... A. The
Christian Democratic Party

14

w01_k6_2

Like or dislike party:
Conservative Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... B. The
Conservative Party
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

15

w01_k6_3

Like or dislike party:
Progress Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... C. The
Progress Party

16

w01_k6_4

Like or dislike party: Liberal
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... D. The
Liberal Party

17

w01_k6_5

Like or dislike party:
Socialist Left Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... E. The
Socialist Left Party

18

w01_k6_6

Like or dislike party: Centre
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... F. The
Centre Party

19

w01_k6_7

Like or dislike party: Green
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... G. The
Green Party

20

w01_k6_8

Like or dislike party: Labour
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... H. The
Labour Party

21

w01_k6_9

Like or dislike party: Red

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... I. Red

22

w01_k7

Satisfied with new
Government

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How satisfied are you with the new
Government of Norway?

23

w01_dt19

Anticipated red-green victory

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you consider the period prior
to the parliamentary elections in
September, did you expect the redgreen government to continue after the
election?

24

w01_dt20

Government coalition
considered most likely

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, which government did
you consider to be most likely?

25

w01_dt20_8_other Text: Government coalition
considered most likely

discrete

character-150

0

-

In your opinion, which government did
you consider to be most likely?

26

w01_dt21

Would vote differently if
premonition of outcome

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Now that you know that a Conservative
Party and Progress Party government
was the outcome of the election, would
you have changed your vote if you had
known this in advance?

27

w01_dt22

Would vote for following
party if knowledge of
outcome

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which party would have voted for if this
is the case?

28

w01_dt22_9_other Text: Would vote for
following party if knowledge
of outcome

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which party would have voted for if this
is the case?

29

w01_k8_1

Placement on the political
spectrum

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Where would you place yourself on such
a scale?

30

w01_k9_1

1. Text: Most important
political issues

discrete

character-550

0

-

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

31

w01_k9_1_sak1_kod
1. Most important political
issues - recoded

discrete

numeric-11.0

4166

739

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?
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#

Name

Label
2. Text: Most important
political issues

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

discrete

character-550

0

-

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

32

w01_k9_2

33

w01_k9_2_sak2_kod
2. Most important political
issues - recoded

discrete

numeric-11.0

4059

846

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

34

w01_k9_3

discrete

character-550

0

-

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

35

w01_k9_3_sak3_kod
3. Most important political
issues - recoded

discrete

numeric-11.0

3985

920

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

36

w01_dt16_1

Place party on political
spectrum: Christian
Democractic Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... A. The
Christian Democratic Party

37

w01_dt16_2

Place party on political
spectrum: Conservative Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... B. The
Conservative Party

38

w01_dt16_3

Place party on political
spectrum: Progress Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... C. The
Progress Party

39

w01_dt16_4

Place party on political
spectrum: Liberal Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... D. The
Liberal Party

40

w01_dt16_5

Place party on political
spectrum: Socialist Left Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... E. The
Socialist Left Party

41

w01_dt16_6

Place party on political
spectrum: Centre Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... F. The
Centre Party

42

w01_dt16_7

Place party on political
spectrum: Green Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... G. The
Green Party

43

w01_dt16_8

Place party on political
spectrum: Labour Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... H. The
Labour Party

44

w01_dt16_9

Place party on political
spectrum: Red

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where

3. Text: Most important
political issues
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... I. Red

45

w01_k10

Perception of current
economic situation

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How do you perceive the current
economic situation in Norway? Do you
believe it is:

46

w01_k11

Satisfaction with the
Norwegian democracy

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

All things considered, how satisfied are
you with the way democracy works in
Norway?

47

w01_k12_1

Trust in institution or player:
Government

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... A. The Government

48

w01_k12_2

Trust in institution or player:
Parliament

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... B. Parliament

49

w01_k12_3

Trust in institution or player:
Politicians

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... C. Politicians

50

w01_k12_4

Trust in institution or player:
Parties

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... D. Parties

51

w01_k12_5

Trust in institution or player:
The Sameting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... E. The Sameting

52

w01_k12_6

Trust in institution or player:
The County Council

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... F. The County Council

53

w01_k12_7

Trust in institution or player:
The Municipal Council

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... G. The municipal council

54

w01_k12_8

Trust in institution or player:
EU

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... H. The EU

55

w01_k12_9

Trust in institution or player:
UN

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... I. The UN

56

w01_dt5_1

Trust in institution or player:
Courts

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... J. The Courts/Judiciary

57

w01_dt5_2

Trust in institution or player:
Police

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... K. The Police

58

w01_dt5_3

Trust in institution or player:
Media

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... L. Media

59

w01_dt5_4

Trust in institution or player:
Scientists

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... M. Scientists

60

w01_dt5_5

Trust in institution or player:
NAV

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... N. NAV

61

w01_dt5_6

Trust in institution or player:
The banking sector

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... O. The banking sector

62

w01_dt5_7

Trust in institution or player:
The health services

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... P. The health services
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#

Name

63

w01_k31_1

64

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Statement: The state should
reduce income inequality

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... A. The state should
contribute to reducing inequalities in
income in society

w01_k31_2

Statement: Better with
diversity of religions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... B. It is better for a
country if there is a diversity of different
religions and views on life.

65

w01_k31_3

Statement: Emission
reductions should be made
abroad

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... C. Most of the emission
reductions Norway is committed to
should be made abroad.

66

w01_k14_1

Statement: Politics is
complicated

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... D. Sometimes politics is
so complicated that people like me have
no understanding of what it's about.

67

w01_k14_2

Statement: Can vote, not
much else to influence

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... E. People like me can
vote, but there is nothing else we can do
to influence politics.

68

w01_k15_99

Trust people

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Would you agree that most people in
general can be trusted, or do you believe
that one can't be careful enough when
dealing with others?

69

w01_k16_1

Has an opinion on most
issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How do the following statements apply
to you as a person? ... A. I have an
opinion on most things

70

w01_k16_2

Strong opinions, also
regarding new issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How do the following statements apply
to you as a person? ... B. I have strong
opinions, either positive or negative,
including on issues that are new to me

71

w01_ran1

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4780

125

Randomizes into three groups and
selects one of the following questions:
KM1, KM2, KM3

72

w01_km1

Heard the argument: Climate
change a threat, but we
should continue to extract oil
as usual

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you heard or read the following
statement? ... A. Climate change is a
very serious threat, and a lot more must
be done to prevent it. Norway should
nevertheless continue to produce as
much oil as we currently do, because the
world needs energy.

73

w01_km2

Heard the argument: Climate
change a threat and we
should reduce oil extraction

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you heard or read the following
statement? ... B. Climate change is a
very serious threat, and a lot more must
be done to prevent it. This means that
Norway should produce less oil than we
currently do, because a large share of the
world's fossil fuel must remain unused.

74

w01_km3

Heard the argument: Climate
change is not a threat and we
should continue to extract oil
as usual

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you heard or read the following
statement? ... C. Climate change is a
not a serious threat, and too much is
being done to prevent it. This means that
Norway should continue to produce as
much oil as we currently do, because the
world needs energy.
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#

Name

75

w01_km36

76

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Concerned about climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How concerned are you about climate
change?

w01_km37

Agreement with statement

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which of the below statements do you
most agree with?

77

w01_km4

Statement fits view on
climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Based on what you know, which of the
following statements best describes your
view on climate change?

78

w01_km35

How many share your view
on climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

The last question you answered was
about your view on climate change.
Which proportion of the Norwegian
population do you believe shares your
views on the issue?

79

w01_ran2

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4775

130

80

w01_km5

How serious is climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How serious a threat is climate change
overall?

81

w01_km6

Climate change is serious to
me personally

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How serious a threat is climate change
to you personally?

82

w01_km7

Possible to do something
about climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Let's assume that climate change may
become a major threat to the world
in the future if no action is taken. To
which extent do you believe that it
is possible to do anything to prevent
harmful climate changes?

83

w01_ran3sel_1

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_1

discrete

numeric-1.0

1189

3716

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_1

84

w01_ran3sel_2

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_2

discrete

numeric-1.0

1211

3694

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_2

85

w01_ran3sel_3

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_3

discrete

numeric-1.0

1204

3701

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_3

86

w01_ran3sel_4

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_4

discrete

numeric-1.0

1196

3709

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_4

87

w01_ran3sel_5

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_5

discrete

numeric-1.0

1197

3708

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_5

88

w01_ran3sel_6

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_6

discrete

numeric-1.0

1203

3702

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_6

89

w01_ran3sel_7

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_7

discrete

numeric-1.0

1225

3680

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_7

90

w01_ran3sel_8

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_8

discrete

numeric-1.0

1175

3730

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_8

91

w01_ran3sel_9

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_9

discrete

numeric-1.0

2400

2505

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_9

92

w01_km13_1

Measure: Tighten rules on
CO2 emissions by qutoa
reductions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_1 question details

93

w01_km13_2

Measure: Tighten rules on
CO2 emissions by limiting
amount

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_2 question details

94

w01_km13_3

Measure: Capture and store
CO2

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_3 question details

95

w01_km13_4

Measure: Capture and store
CO2, like on Mognstad

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_4 question details
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

96

w01_km13_5

Measure: Reduce tax
incentives regarding oilfield
exploration

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_5 question details

97

w01_km13_6

Measure: Tighten tax
regulation regarding oilfield
exploration

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_6 question details

98

w01_km13_7

Measure: Prevent harmful
effects of storms and
precipitation

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_7 question details

99

w01_km13_8

Measure: Prevent harmful
effects of storms and
precipitation, even at the cost
of other issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_8 question details

100

w01_km13_9

Measure: Change the climate
by blocking the sunlight

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_9 question details

101

w01_km17

If nothing is done about
climate change weather will
be more extreme

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If nothing is done to prevent it, do you
believe global warming will lead to
more harmful extreme weather over the
next 100 years, or do you believe global
warming will not lead to this?

102

w01_km20

Moral obligation to prevent
climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which degree do you view it as a
moral duty for individuals to contribute
to prevent climate change?

103

w01_km22

Knowledge about climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how good is your
knowledge on climate change?

104

w01_km22k

Comment: Knowledge about
climate change [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have any comments to the
question, you may enter them here:
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]

105

w01_km23

Discussion on climate change
is characterized by conflict
and disagreement

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which degree do you think
discussion concerning climate change
is characterized by conflict and
disagreement?

106

w01_km26

Diversity of opinion on
climate change in the media

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how great is the
diversity in opinion on climate change
that emerges in the media?

107

w01_ran4

Randomiserer dersom U=1

discrete

numeric-1.0

2389

2516

108

w01_km27

Scientists agree on climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which degree do you have the
impression that scientists agree on
climate change?

109

w01_km28_2_1

Proportion of scientist that
agree on climate change

discrete

numeric-3.0

4905

0

In your opinion, which proportion of
climate scientists agree that global
warming is a direct consequence of
humans using coal, oil and gas?

110

w01_km28k

Comment: Proportion of
scientist that agree on climate
change [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have comments to the question,
you may enter them here: [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

111

w01_ran5

Randomizes if U=1

discrete

numeric-1.0

2387

2518

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and
selects one of the following questions:
KM29 or KM30

112

w01_km29

Norway commited through
international agreements to
cut emissions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0
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Type
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Question
emissions of greenhouse gases. To
which extent do you agree that Norway
commits itself in such international
agreements?

113

w01_km30

Norway commited through
international agreements to
cut emissions, even if China
does not

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km30 question details

114

w01_dt1_1

Authorities have a right to:
indefinite detainment

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... A.
Keep individuals in custody as long as
they want without a judicial process

115

w01_dt1_2

Authorities have a right to:
tapping phone calls

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... B.
Tap people's phone calls

116

w01_dt1_3

Authorities have a right to:
randomly stop and search
people on the street

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... C.
Randomly stop and search people on the
street

117

w01_dt1_4

Authorities have a right
to: arrest people without
suspision

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... D.
Arrest people without specific suspicion

118

w01_dt1_5

Authorities have a right
to: monitor electronic
communication

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... E.
Monitor electronic communication
(beyond telephones)

119

w01_dt1_6

Authorities have a right to:
monitor/bug room

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... F.
Monitor/bug rooms

120

w01_dt1_7

Authorities have a right to:
cordon off large part of the
city

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... G.
Cordon off large parts of the city

121

w01_dt1_8

Authorities have a right to:
patrol the streets with armed
military or police

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ...
H. Allow armed police or military
personnel to patrol the streets

122

w01_dt1k

Comment: Authorities have
a right to [anonymised: Data
withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have any comments to the
question, enter them here: [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

123

w01_dt2

Willing to accept that
maintaining the safety of
society must be at the cost of
civil liberties

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How willing are you to accept that
maintaining the safety of society
must be at the cost of the freedom of
individuals (such as privacy)?
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

124

w01_ran7

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4750

155

Randomizes into two groups and selects
one of the following questions: DT3 and
DT4

125

w01_dt3_1

Trust in central government
to handle: natural disasters

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... A. Natural disasters such as
landslides, floods and hurricanes

126

w01_dt3_2

Trust in central government
to handle: transportation
accident

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... B. Accidents in connection
with aviation, railroads, roads and
shipping

127

w01_dt3_3

Trust in central government
to handle: contagious disease

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... C. Contagion in connection
with food, drinking water or epidemics
(for example bird flu, swine flu, E.coli)

128

w01_dt3_4

Trust in central government
to handle: failure in critical
infratructure

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... D. Failure in critical
infrastructure (such as power
supply, electronic communication,
telecommunication, oil and fuel supply)

129

w01_dt3_5

Trust in central government
to handle: terrorist attack

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... E. Terrorist attacks

130

w01_dt4_1

Trust in local government to
handle: natural disaster

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... F. Natural disasters such as
landslides, floods and hurricanes

131

w01_dt4_2

Trust in local government
to handle: transportation
accident

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... G. Accidents in connection
with aviation, railroads, roads and
shipping

132

w01_dt4_3

Trust in local government to
handle: contagious disease

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... H. Contagion in connection
with food, drinking water or epidemics
(for example bird flu, swine flu, E.coli)

133

w01_dt4_4

Trust in local government
to handle: failure in critical
infrastructure

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... I. Failure in critical
infrastructure (such as power
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#
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Label

Type

Format
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Invalid

Question
supply, electronic communication,
telecommunication, oil and fuel supply)

134

w01_dt4_5

Trust in local government to
handle: terrorist attack

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... J. Terrorist attacks

135

w01_dt6_1

People are considerate and
helpful

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Would you say that people usually
try to be considerate to others and
helpful, or that they mainly look out for
themselves? Indicate your opinion using
the scale below.

136

w01_dt7_1

People are exploitative

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Do you believe that most people would
try to take advantage of you if they had
the chance, or do you think they would
try to be kind? Indicate your opinion
below.

137

w01_dv30_1

Statement: lower taxes even
if it means cuts to welfare

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Tax rates should be lowered, even if it
leads to cutbacks in the welfare state.

138

w01_dv30_2

Statement: allow
commercialized private
schools

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Commercial private schools should be
permitted.

139

w01_dv30_3

Statement: public services
cheaper and better if left to
private actors

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Many public services could be carried
out both better and cheaper if they were
left to private parties.

140

w01_dt8_1

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted local politician

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months,
have you as an individual done any
of the following to try to influence a
political decision? ... A. Contacted a
local politician

141

w01_dt8_2

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted national politician

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... B. Contacted a national
politician

142

w01_dt8_3

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted voluntary
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... C. Contacted a voluntary
organization or association

143

w01_dt8_4

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted a public official at
the national level

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... D. Contacted a public
official at the national level

144

w01_dt8_5

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted a public official at
the local level

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months,
have you as an individual done any
of the following to try to influence a
political decision? ... E. Contacted a
public official at the local level

145

w01_dt8_6

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in work in a
political party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... F. Participated in work in a
political party

146

w01_dt8_7

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in work for
protest group

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... G. Participated in work in
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#
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Question
a political action group, local protest
group or similar

147

w01_dt8_8

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in work for
voluntary organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... H. Participated in work in a
voluntary organization or association

148

w01_dt8_9

Has in the last 12 months:
worn or posted champaign
sticker or emblem

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months,
have you as an individual done any
of the following to try to influence a
political decision? ... I. Worn or posted a
campaign sticker or emblem

149

w01_dt8_10

Has in the last 12 months:
signed a petition

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... J. Signed an appeal, a
petition, action list or similar

150

w01_dt8_11

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in public protest

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... K. Participated in a public
demonstration

151

w01_dt8_12

Has in the last 12 months:
boycotted certain products

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... L. Boycotted specific
products

152

w01_dt8_13

Has in the last 12 months:
consciously puchased
specific products for political
reasons

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... M. Consciously purchased
specific products for political, moral or
environmental reasons

153

w01_dt8_14

Has in the last 12 months:
provided financial support

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... N. Provided financial
support

154

w01_dt8_15

Has in the last 12 months:
collected money

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... O. Collected money

155

w01_dt8_16

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted or appeared in
media

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... P. Contacted or appeared in
the media

156

w01_dt8_17

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted lawyer

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... Q. Contacted a lawyer or
legal advisor

157

w01_dt8_18

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in public
meeting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... R. Participated in a public
meeting

158

w01_dt8_19

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in political
meeting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
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Question
decision? ... S. Participated at a political
meeting or event

159

w01_dt9_1

Has in the last 12 months: in
community: participated in
public meeting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you in the past 12 months
participated in any of the following
activities to improve conditions in your
own neighbourhood or community? ...
T. Participated in or taken the initiative
to a public meeting to discuss issues
related to conditions in the community

160

w01_dt9_2

Has in the last 12 months: in
community: participated in
voluntary work

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you in the past 12 months
participated in any of the following
activities to improve conditions in your
own neighbourhood or community? ...
U. Participated in or taken the initiative
for voluntary work to fix or improve
something in the community

161

w01_dt9_3

Has in the last 12 months: in
community: been involved in
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you in the past 12 months
participated in any of the following
activities to improve conditions in your
own neighbourhood or community? ...
V. Become involved in a residents'
association, neighbourhood association
or similar organizations in the
community

162

w01_dt10_1

Membership: Sports or
outdoor organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of
any of these? ... A. Sports or outdoor
organization

163

w01_dt10_2

Membership: Humanitarian
aid organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of
any of these? ... B. Humanitarian aid
organization

164

w01_dt10_3

Membership: Religious or
other belief organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... C. Religious or other belief
organization

165

w01_dt10_4

Membership: Political party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... D. Political party

166

w01_dt10_5

Membership: Temperance
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... E. Temperance organization

167

w01_dt10_6

Membership: Language
organization or similar

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... F. Language organization or
similar

168

w01_dt10_7

Membership: Environmental
protection/animal welfare
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of
any of these? ... G. Environmental
protection/animal welfare organization

169

w01_dt10_8

Membership: Residents'
association/neighbourhood
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... H. Residents' association/
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Question
neighbourhood association/community
association

170

w01_dt10_9

Membership: Housing
cooperative

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... I. Housing cooperative

171

w01_dt10_10

Membership: House owner
association and land owner
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... J. House owner association
and land owner association

172

w01_dt10_11

Membership: Cultural
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... K. Cultural association
(music, dance, theatre, hobby, etc.)

173

w01_dt10_12

Membership: Lodge

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... L. Lodge

174

w01_dt10_13

Membership: Consumer
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... M. Consumer organization

175

w01_dt10_14

Membership: Car association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? N. Car association

176

w01_dt10_15

Membership: Patient
association or interest
organization for the disabled

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... O. Patient association or
interest organization for the disabled

177

w01_dt10_16

Membership: Pensioner
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... P. Pensioner association

178

w01_dt10_17

Membership: Parents'
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... Q. Parents' association

179

w01_dt10_18

Membership: Immigrant
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... R. Immigrant association

180

w01_dt10_19

Membership: Employee
organization/trade union

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... S. Employee organization/
trade union

181

w01_dt10_20

Membership: Business and
employer organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... T. Business and employer
organization

182

w01_dt10_21

Membership: Agricultural or
fisheries organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
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Question
of these? ... U. Agricultural or fisheries
organization

183

w01_dt10_22

Membership: Other

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... V. Other organizations/
associations

184

w01_dt11_1

Position of trust: Sports or
outdoor organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... A. Sports or
outdoor organization

185

w01_dt11_2

Position of trust:
Humanitarian aid
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... B. Humanitarian
aid organization

186

w01_dt11_3

Position of trust: Religious or
other belief organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... C. Religious or
other belief organization

187

w01_dt11_4

Position of trust: Political
party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... D. Political party

188

w01_dt11_5

Position of trust: Temperance
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... E. Temperance
organization

189

w01_dt11_6

Position of trust: Language
organization or similar

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... F. Language
organization or similar

190

w01_dt11_7

Position of trust:
Environmental protection/
animal welfare organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in
any of these organizations? ... G.
Environmental protection/animal
welfare organization

191

w01_dt11_8

Position of trust: Residents'
association/neighbourhood
association/community
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... H. Residents'
association/neighbourhood association/
community association

192

w01_dt11_9

Position of trust: Housing
cooperative

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... I. Housing
cooperative

193

w01_dt11_10

Position of trust: House
owner association and land
owner association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... J. House owner
association and land owner association

194

w01_dt11_11

Position of trust: Cultural
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... K. Cultural
association (music, dance, theatre,
hobby, etc.)

195

w01_dt11_12

Position of trust: Lodge

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... L. Lodge

196

w01_dt11_13

Position of trust: Consumer
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... M. Consumer
organization

197

w01_dt11_14

Position of trust: Car
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in
any of these organizations? ... N. Car
association

198

w01_dt11_15

Position of trust: Patient
association or interest
organization for the disabled

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... O. Patient
association or interest organization for
the disabled
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Question

199

w01_dt11_16

Position of trust: Pensioner
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... P. Pensioner
association

200

w01_dt11_17

Position of trust: Parents'
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... Q. Parents'
association

201

w01_dt11_18

Position of trust: Immigrant
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... R. Immigrant
association

202

w01_dt11_19

Position of trust: Employee
organization/trade union

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... S. Employee
organization/trade union

203

w01_dt11_20

Position of trust: Business
and employer organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... T. Business and
employer organization

204

w01_dt11_21

Position of trust: Agricultural
or fisheries organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... U. Agricultural
or fisheries organization

205

w01_dt11_22

Position of trust: Other

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... V. Other
organizations/associations

206

w01_dt12

Would attempt to influence
political process regarding
controversial measure

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Let's assume that the Storting is
discussing a new measure that you
consider to be completely unreasonable.
How likely is it that you would attempt
to do something to affect the outcome?

207

w01_dt13

Means to influence political
process

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you wanted to affect the outcome of
an issue, what would be your favoured
procedure?

208

w01_km34

Norway morally obligated to
reduce emissions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement:
“Rich countries like Norway have a
moral obligation to show international
leadership by reducing their greenhouse
gas emissions.”

209

w01_grup

Randomizes if U=2

discrete

numeric-1.0

2344

2561

Randomizes if U=2 into two groups and
selects pairwise the following questions:
DV1 - DV14

210

w01_dv1

Benefit for Norway that
people from other countries
settles down here

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How great an advantage or disadvantage
would you say it is for Norway that
people from other countries come to live
here?

211

w01_dv2

Benefit for Norway that
immigrants settles down here

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How great an advantage or disadvantage
would you say it is for Norway that
immigrants come to live here?

212

w01_dv3

Policies aimed at people from
other countries that settle
down personally important

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How important are policies aimed at
people from other countries who come
to live in Norway to you personally?

213

w01_dv4

Immigration policy imporant
personally

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How important is immigration policy to
you personally?

214

w01_dv5

Party with best policy
regarding settlement of
foreigners

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Which political party do you believe
has the best policy aimed at people who
come from other countries to live in
Norway?

215

w01_dv5_10_otherOther: Party with best policy
regarding settlement of
foreigners

discrete

character-100

0

-

Which political party do you believe
has the best policy aimed at people who
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Question
come from other countries to live in
Norway?

216

w01_dv6

217

Party with the best
immigration policy

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In your opinion, which political party
has the best immigration policy?

w01_dv6_10_otherOther: Party with best
immigration policy

discrete

character-150

0

-

In your opinion, which political party
has the best immigration policy?

218

w01_dv7

Share of foreigners in
community

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you consider people in your
community or school district, around
how many have come from a different
country to live there or have at least
one parent who has come from another
country?

219

w01_dv8

Share of immigrants in
community

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you consider people in your
community or school district, around
how many have immigrated or have at
least one parent who has immigrated?

220

w01_dv9

Encounters with foreigners in
daily life

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine people you randomly
encounter in your daily life, for example
on the bus, at the shop or in your
neighbourhood. How often would you
say that you encounter people who have
come from other countries to live here?

221

w01_dv10

Encounters with immigrants
in daily life

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine people you randomly
encounter in your daily life, for example
on the bus, at the shop or in your
neighbourhood. How often would you
say you encounter immigrants?

222

w01_dv11

Experience of meeting
foreigners

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How good or bad an experience have
these short, random encounters been?

223

w01_dv12

Experience of meeting
immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How good or bad an experience have
these short, random encounters been?

224

w01_dv13

Share of friends that are
foreigners

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How many of your close friends have
come from another country to live in
Norway or have parents (mother, father
or both parents) who have come from
another country to live in Norway?

225

w01_dv14

Share of friends that are
immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How many of your close friends have
immigrated to Norway or have parents
(mother, father or both parents) who
have immigrated to Norway?

226

w01_grup2

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4709

196

Randomizes if U=2 into six groups and
selects one the following questions:
DV15- DV20

227

w01_dv15

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to
1800 job applications

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Research based on 1,800 job
applications concludes that Norwegians
with immigrant backgrounds must apply
for far more jobs than others in order
to be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

228

w01_dv16

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to 42
interviews

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Research based on 42 interviews with
employers concludes that Norwegians
with immigrant backgrounds must apply
for far more jobs than others in order
to be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

229

w01_dv17

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Research concludes that Norwegians
with immigrant backgrounds must apply
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Norwegians, according to
research

Question
for far more jobs than others in order
to be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

230

w01_dv18

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to a
governmental ministry

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A governmental ministry concludes
that Norwegians with immigrant
backgrounds must apply for far more
jobs than others in order to be called for
an interview. To which extent do you
agree that this is the case in Norway just
now?

231

w01_dv19

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according
to The Norwegian Centre
against Racism

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

The Norwegian Centre against Racism
concludes that Norwegians with
immigrant backgrounds must apply for
far more jobs than others in order to
be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

232

w01_dv20

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to
public debate

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Social debate participants conclude
that Norwegians with immigrant
backgrounds must apply for far more
jobs than others in order to be called for
an interview. To which extent do you
agree that this is the case in Norway just
now?

233

w01_grup3

Randomizes if U=2

discrete

numeric-1.0

2338

2567

Randomizes if U=2 into four groups
and selects one the following questions:
DV21-25

234

w01_dv21

Allow Muslim schools

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Some Muslims in Norway wish to send
their children to Islamic schools that
follow the Norwegian curriculum but
additionally teach Islam. To which
extent do you agree or disagree that
Muslims in Norway should be permitted
to send their children to Islamic schools?

235

w01_dv22

Allow Muslim schools,
even though it may disrupt
integration, according to
public debate

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv22 question details

236

w01_dv23

Allow Muslim schools,
even though it may disrupt
integration, according to
Progress Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv23 question details

237

w01_dv24

Allow Muslim schools,
even though it may disrupt
integration, according to
Labour Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv24 question details

238

w01_grup4

Randomizes if U=2

discrete

numeric-1.0

2335

2570

Randomizes if U=2 into four groups
and selects one the following questions:
DV25-28

239

w01_dv25

Claim: Muslim culture
should be respected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
A. Muslims in Norway are entitled to
respect for their traditions and culture.

240

w01_dv26

Claim: Muslim culture
should be protected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
B. Muslims in Norway are entitled to
protection of their traditions and culture.

241

w01_dv27

Claim: Immigrant culture
should be respected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
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C. Immigrants in Norway are entitled to
respect for their traditions and culture.

242

w01_dv28

Claim: Immigrant culture
should be protected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
D. Immigrants in Norway are entitled to
protection of their traditions and culture.

243

w01_dv29_1

Statement: Refugees should
be entitled to social services

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... A. Refugees should
have the same right to social services
as Norwegians, even if they are not
Norwegian citizens.

244

w01_dv29_2

Statement: Begging should
be banned

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... B. Begging should be
banned in Norway.

245

w01_dv29_3

Statement: Norway will lose
it's identity if more Muslims
come to live here

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... C. Norway will lose its
identity if more Muslims come to live
here.

246

w01_dv29_4

Statement: Norwegian
muslims more loyal to other
muslims

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... D. Norwegian Muslims
are more loyal to other Muslims in the
world than to the people of this country.

247

w01_dv29_5

Statement: Better for a
country if most people share
the same traditions and
customs

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... E. It is better for a country
if nearly everyone shares the same
traditions and customs.

248

w01_dv33

Foreigners are better off
compared to people like me

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how much better or
worse off are the majority of people who
have come to live in Norway compared
to people like you?

249

w01_dv34

Immigrans are better off
compared to people like me

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how much better or
worse off are the majority of people who
have immigrated to Norway compared
to people like you?

250

w01_grup5

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4693

212

Randomizes if U=2 into two groups and
selects one of the following questions:
DV35 or DV38

251

w01_dv35_1

Fitting description: Important
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that
the following description fits you: ... A.
It is important to me personally to be
unprejudiced towards immigrants.

252

w01_dv35_2

Fitting description: Don't
want to appear racist

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that
the following description fits you: ... B. I
would not like to be perceived as racist,
not even unto myself.

253

w01_dv35_3

Fitting description: Feel
guilty about negative feeling
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that
the following description fits you: ... C.
I feel guilty if I have negative feelings
towards immigrants.

254

w01_dv35_4

Fitting description: Trying
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that the
following description fits you: ... D. I try
to be unprejudiced towards immigrants
due to my own conviction.
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Question

255

w01_dv36_recode Directly affected by July
22nd

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv36_recode question details

256

w01_dv36_5_otherOther: Directly affected by
July 22nd [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Other: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

257

w01_dv37_1

Reaction: Remember where I
was when the news came

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... A.
I remember where I was when I got the
news

258

w01_dv37_2

Reaction: Remember who
I was with when the news
came

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... B.
I remember who I was with when I got
the news

259

w01_dv37_3

Reaction: Paid close attention
to the news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... C.
I followed the news with extra interest in
the time following the events

260

w01_dv37_4

Reaction: Was saddend

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... D.
I was sad

261

w01_dv37_5

Reaction: Got angry

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... E.
I was angry

262

w01_dv37_6

Reaction: Discussed events
with friends and relatives

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ...
F. I discussed 22. July with friends and
acquaintances

263

w01_dv37_8

Reaction: Became more
interested in politics

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... G.
I became more interested in politics

264

w01_dv37_10

Reaction: The attacks made
no impression

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... H.
The attacks didn't affect me much

265

w01_dv37_annet_1Other: Reaction
[anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... I.
Other: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

266

w01_dv371

Participated in remembrance
services in the period
following the attacks

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Did you participate in the remembrance
services in the period following the
attacks?

267

w01_dv372

Joined political party or
association in the period
following the attacks

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Did you become a member of a political
party or an association in the period after
the terrorist attacks?
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268

w01_dv372_1_other
Text: Joined political party
or association in the period
following the attacks

discrete

character-195

0

-

Did you become a member of a political
party or an association in the period after
the terrorist attacks?

269

w01_dv39_recode Think, read or talk about July
22nd

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

More than two years have passed since
the attacks. As for you personally, how
often would you say that you think, read
or talk about things that have to do with
22 July nowadays?

270

w01_dv38_1

Fitting description: Important
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ... A.
It is important to me personally to be
unprejudiced towards immigrants.

271

w01_dv38_2

Fitting description: Don't
want to appear racist

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ... B. I
would not like to be perceived as racist,
not even unto myself.

272

w01_dv38_3

Fitting description: Feel
guilty about negative feeling
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ... C.
I feel guilty if I have negative feelings
towards immigrants.

273

w01_dv38_4

Fitting description: Trying
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ...
D. I try to be unprejudiced towards
immigrants due to my own conviction.

274

w01_k17_1

Usage of media channels for
news: TV

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
A. TV

275

w01_k17_2

Usage of media channels for
news: Radio

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
B. Radio

276

w01_k17_3

Usage of media channels for
news: Newspaper

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
C. Printed newspapers

277

w01_k17_4

Usage of media channels for
news: Online newspaper

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
D. Online newspapers

278

w01_k17_5

Usage of media channels for
news: Facebook

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
E. Facebook

279

w01_k17_6

Usage of media channels for
news: Twitter

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
F. Twitter

280

w01_k17_7

Usage of media channels for
news: Other websites

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
G. Other websites

281

w01_k18_1

Interested in media content:
International news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the
following types of media content? ... A.
International news

282

w01_k18_2

Interested in media content:
Domestic news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... B. Domestic
news

283

w01_k18_3

Interested in media content:
Local news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... C. Local
news

284

w01_k18_4

Interested in media content:
Health/ consumer/ lifestyle

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... D. Health/
consumer/ lifestyle
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

285

w01_k18_5

Interested in media content:
Debate

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... E. Debate

286

w01_k18_6

Interested in media content:
Culture and feature

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... F. Culture
and feature

287

w01_k18_7

Interested in media content:
Entertainment and celebrity
news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the
following types of media content? ... G.
Entertainment and celebrity news

288

w01_k18_8

Interested in media content:
Sports

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... H. Sports

289

w01_k19_1

Profile on social network:
Facebook

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... A. Facebook

290

w01_k19_2

Profile on social network:
Twitter

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... B. Twitter

291

w01_k19_3

Profile on social network:
Instagram

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... C. Instagram

292

w01_k19_4

Profile on social network:
Youtube

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... D. YouTube

293

w01_k19_5

Profile on social network:
Flickr

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... E. Flickr

294

w01_k19_6

Profile on social network:
LinkedIn

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... F. LinkedIn

295

w01_k19_7

Profile on social network:
Myspace

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... G. Myspace

296

w01_k19_8

Profile on social network:
Origo

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... H. Origo

297

w01_k19_9

Profile on social network:
Biip

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... I. Biip

298

w01_k19_10

Profile on social network:
Other

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... J. Other

299

w01_k19_11

Profile on social network:
None

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... K. None

300

w01_k20

Description of employment

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which of the descriptions fits best with
what you have done for the past 7 days?

301

w01_k21

Type of business

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which type of business do you work in?

302

w01_k21_6_other Other: Type of business

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which type of business do you work in?

303

w01_k23

Text: Description of
profession [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

What kind of work do you primarily do
in your main profession? [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

304

w01_k23a

Text: Name or title of
profession [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

What is the name or title of your main
profession? [anonymised: Data withheld
for the sake of anonymity]

305

w01_k23b

Responsible for supervising
employees

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Are you responsible for supervising the
work of other employees in your main
work?

306

w01_k24

Work in gas or oil
manufacturing

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Is your workplace in the oil and gas
sector, or closely related to it?

307

w01_k25_1

Gross annual income

continuous

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Gross annual income is:

308

w01_k26

Highest completed education

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

What is your highest completed
education?
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#

Name

Label
Marital status

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Marital status. Are/have you:

309

w01_k27

310

w01_k27_9_other Other: Marital status

discrete

character-150

0

-

Marital status. Are/have you:

311

w01_k28

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Citizenship. Are you:

312

w01_k28_2_other Text: Citizenship in other
country

discrete

character-150

0

-

Please indicate which country

313

w01_k29

Parents immigrated to
Norway

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you or your parents (mother, father
or both) immigrated to Norway?

314

w01_k30_1

Text: Home country before
immigration [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which country did you live in before
immigrating? [anonymised: Data
withheld for the sake of anonymity]

315

w01_k30_2_1

Text: Parents home country,
mother [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Mother: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

316

w01_k30_2_2

Text: Parents home country,
father [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Father: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

317

w01_k30_3_1

Text: Mothers last home
country [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which country did your mother
live in before she immigrated?
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]

318

w01_k30_4_1

Text: Fathers last home
country [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which country did your father live in
before he immigrated? [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

319

w01_ran6

Randomizes if U=1

discrete

numeric-1.0

2349

2556

320

w01_dt14

Who should get 5000 kr, the
participants have no say

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dt14 question details

321

w01_dt15

Who should get 5000 kr, you
as a participant have a say

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dt15 question details

322

w01_km31

Text: Thoughts on climate
change [anonymised]

discrete

character-2020

0

-

What do you think when you hear the
words “climate change”? Please note
the first thing that springs to mind.
We appreciate all kinds of answers.
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]

323

w01_comment

Text: Comments or
suggestions for the survey
[anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have any comments or
suggestions for the survey and the
Citizen Panel, please write them here.
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]

324

w01_P1

Gender

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Gender

325

w01_P2

Region

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Region

326

w01_P3

County

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

County

327

w01_P4

Highest completed education

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Highest completed education

328

w01_P5_1

Age

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Age

329

w01_P5_2

Age

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Age

330

w01_Weight1

Weight based on variables
P3, P5_2, and P1. See
documentation report.

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, and
P1. See documentation report.

331

w01_Weight2

Weight based on variables
P3, P5_2, P4, and P1. See
documentation report

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, P4,
and P1. See documentation report

Citizenship
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Group Technical variables
#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

continuous

numeric-8.0

4905

0

Responseid

1

responseid

Responseid

2

w01_u

Randomizes the respondents
into two groups

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Randomiserer respondentene inn i
to grupper. De to gruppene blir stilt
spørsmål som både er felles for begge
gruppene og unike for den enkelte
gruppe.

3

w01_ran1

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4780

125

Randomizes into three groups and
selects one of the following questions:
KM1, KM2, KM3

4

w01_ran2

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4775

130

Randomizes into two groups and selects
one of the following questions: KM5 or
KM6

5

w01_ran3sel_1

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_1

discrete

numeric-1.0

1189

3716

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_1

6

w01_ran3sel_2

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_2

discrete

numeric-1.0

1211

3694

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_2

7

w01_ran3sel_3

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_3

discrete

numeric-1.0

1204

3701

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_3

8

w01_ran3sel_4

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_4

discrete

numeric-1.0

1196

3709

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_4

9

w01_ran3sel_5

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_5

discrete

numeric-1.0

1197

3708

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_5

10

w01_ran3sel_6

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_6

discrete

numeric-1.0

1203

3702

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_6

11

w01_ran3sel_7

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_7

discrete

numeric-1.0

1225

3680

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_7

12

w01_ran3sel_8

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_8

discrete

numeric-1.0

1175

3730

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_8

13

w01_ran3sel_9

Randomizes if U=1: selects
KM13_9

discrete

numeric-1.0

2400

2505

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_9

14

w01_ran4

Randomiserer dersom U=1

discrete

numeric-1.0

2389

2516

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and
selects one of the following questions:
KM27 or KM28

15

w01_ran5

Randomizes if U=1

discrete

numeric-1.0

2387

2518

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and
selects one of the following questions:
KM29 or KM30

16

w01_ran7

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4750

155

Randomizes into two groups and selects
one of the following questions: DT3 and
DT4

17

w01_grup

Randomizes if U=2

discrete

numeric-1.0

2344

2561

Randomizes if U=2 into two groups and
selects pairwise the following questions:
DV1 - DV14

18

w01_grup2

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4709

196

Randomizes if U=2 into six groups and
selects one the following questions:
DV15- DV20

19

w01_grup3

Randomizes if U=2

discrete

numeric-1.0

2338

2567

Randomizes if U=2 into four groups
and selects one the following questions:
DV21-25

20

w01_grup4

Randomizes if U=2

discrete

numeric-1.0

2335

2570

Randomizes if U=2 into four groups
and selects one the following questions:
DV25-28
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#

Name

21

w01_grup5

22

23

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

Randomizes independently
from U

discrete

numeric-1.0

4693

212

Randomizes if U=2 into two groups and
selects one of the following questions:
DV35 or DV38

w01_ran6

Randomizes if U=1

discrete

numeric-1.0

2349

2556

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and
selects one of the following questions:
DT14 or DT15

w01_comment

Text: Comments or
suggestions for the survey
[anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have any comments or
suggestions for the survey and the
Citizen Panel, please write them here.
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

Group Bakgrunnsvariabler
#

Name

Label

1

w01_k20

Description of employment

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which of the descriptions fits best with
what you have done for the past 7 days?

2

w01_k21

Type of business

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which type of business do you work in?

3

w01_k21_6_other Other: Type of business

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which type of business do you work in?

4

w01_k23

Text: Description of
profession [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

What kind of work do you primarily do
in your main profession? [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

5

w01_k23a

Text: Name or title of
profession [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

What is the name or title of your main
profession? [anonymised: Data withheld
for the sake of anonymity]

6

w01_k23b

Responsible for supervising
employees

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Are you responsible for supervising the
work of other employees in your main
work?

7

w01_k24

Work in gas or oil
manufacturing

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Is your workplace in the oil and gas
sector, or closely related to it?

8

w01_k25_1

Gross annual income

continuous

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Gross annual income is:

9

w01_k26

Highest completed education

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

What is your highest completed
education?

10

w01_k27

Marital status

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Marital status. Are/have you:

11

w01_k27_9_other Other: Marital status

discrete

character-150

0

-

Marital status. Are/have you:

12

w01_k28

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Citizenship. Are you:

13

w01_k28_2_other Text: Citizenship in other
country

discrete

character-150

0

-

Please indicate which country

14

w01_k29

Parents immigrated to
Norway

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you or your parents (mother, father
or both) immigrated to Norway?

15

w01_k30_1

Text: Home country before
immigration [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which country did you live in before
immigrating? [anonymised: Data
withheld for the sake of anonymity]

16

w01_k30_2_1

Text: Parents home country,
mother [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Mother: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

17

w01_k30_2_2

Text: Parents home country,
father [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Father: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

18

w01_k30_3_1

Text: Mothers last home
country [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which country did your mother
live in before she immigrated?
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]

Citizenship
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

19

w01_k30_4_1

Text: Fathers last home
country [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which country did your father live in
before he immigrated? [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

20

w01_P1

Gender

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Gender

21

w01_P2

Region

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Region

22

w01_P3

County

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

County

23

w01_P4

Highest completed education

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Highest completed education

24

w01_P5_1

Age

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Age

25

w01_P5_2

Age

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Age

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Group Election and politics
#

Name

Label

Question

1

w01_k1

Interest in politics

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In general, how interested are you in
politics?

2

w01_k2

Voted in the elections

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Did you vote at the parliamentary
elections this autumn?

3

w01_k3

Voted for following party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Which party did you vote for at the
parliamentary elections?

4

w01_k3_10_other Text: Voted for following
party

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which party did you vote for at the
parliamentary elections?

5

w01_k4

Time of choosing party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

When did you decide to vote for the
party or list you chose?

6

w01_k5_1

Reasons not to vote
in elections: too small
differences between parties

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... A. The
differences between the parties are too
minor

7

w01_k5_2

Reasons not to vote in
elections: not committed to
important issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... B. I am not
committed to any important issues

8

w01_k5_3

Reasons not to vote in
elections: not familiar with
issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... C. I am not
familiar enough with what the parties
represent

9

w01_k5_4

Reasons not to vote in
elections: lacking confidence
in politicians

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... D. I lack
confidence in politicians

10

w01_k5_5

Reasons not to vote in
elections: lack of time

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

There may be many reasons for people
not voting at parliamentary elections.
Indicate how important the following
reasons were for you: ... E. I didn't have
the time or opportunity

11

w01_k6_1

Like or dislike party:
Christian Democratic Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... A. The
Christian Democratic Party
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

12

w01_k6_2

Like or dislike party:
Conservative Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... B. The
Conservative Party

13

w01_k6_3

Like or dislike party:
Progress Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... C. The
Progress Party

14

w01_k6_4

Like or dislike party: Liberal
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... D. The
Liberal Party

15

w01_k6_5

Like or dislike party:
Socialist Left Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... E. The
Socialist Left Party

16

w01_k6_6

Like or dislike party: Centre
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... F. The
Centre Party

17

w01_k6_7

Like or dislike party: Green
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... G. The
Green Party

18

w01_k6_8

Like or dislike party: Labour
Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... H. The
Labour Party

19

w01_k6_9

Like or dislike party: Red

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

We would like you to assess how
much you like or dislike the various
Norwegian political parties. ... I. Red

20

w01_k7

Satisfied with new
Government

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How satisfied are you with the new
Government of Norway?

21

w01_dt19

Anticipated red-green victory

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you consider the period prior
to the parliamentary elections in
September, did you expect the redgreen government to continue after the
election?

22

w01_dt20

Government coalition
considered most likely

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, which government did
you consider to be most likely?

23

w01_dt20_8_other Text: Government coalition
considered most likely

discrete

character-150

0

-

In your opinion, which government did
you consider to be most likely?

24

w01_dt21

Would vote differently if
premonition of outcome

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Now that you know that a Conservative
Party and Progress Party government
was the outcome of the election, would
you have changed your vote if you had
known this in advance?

25

w01_dt22

Would vote for following
party if knowledge of
outcome

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which party would have voted for if this
is the case?

26

w01_dt22_9_other Text: Would vote for
following party if knowledge
of outcome

discrete

character-150

0

-

Which party would have voted for if this
is the case?

27

w01_k8_1

Placement on the political
spectrum

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Where would you place yourself on such
a scale?

28

w01_k9_1

1. Text: Most important
political issues

discrete

character-550

0

-

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?
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29

w01_k9_1_sak1_kod
1. Most important political
issues - recoded

discrete

numeric-11.0

4166

739

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

30

w01_k9_2

discrete

character-550

0

-

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

31

w01_k9_2_sak2_kod
2. Most important political
issues - recoded

discrete

numeric-11.0

4059

846

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

32

w01_k9_3

discrete

character-550

0

-

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

33

w01_k9_3_sak3_kod
3. Most important political
issues - recoded

discrete

numeric-11.0

3985

920

What are the most important political
issues or areas for you personally?

34

w01_dt16_1

Place party on political
spectrum: Christian
Democractic Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... A. The
Christian Democratic Party

35

w01_dt16_2

Place party on political
spectrum: Conservative Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... B. The
Conservative Party

36

w01_dt16_3

Place party on political
spectrum: Progress Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... C. The
Progress Party

37

w01_dt16_4

Place party on political
spectrum: Liberal Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... D. The
Liberal Party

38

w01_dt16_5

Place party on political
spectrum: Socialist Left Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... E. The
Socialist Left Party

39

w01_dt16_6

Place party on political
spectrum: Centre Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... F. The
Centre Party

40

w01_dt16_7

Place party on political
spectrum: Green Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... G. The
Green Party

41

w01_dt16_8

Place party on political
spectrum: Labour Party

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... H. The
Labour Party

2. Text: Most important
political issues

3. Text: Most important
political issues
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42

w01_dt16_9

Place party on political
spectrum: Red

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In politics there is often talk of the left
and right wings. Where would you place
the following parties on a scale, where
0 indicates farthest to the left and 10
indicates farthest to the right? ... I. Red

43

w01_k10

Perception of current
economic situation

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How do you perceive the current
economic situation in Norway? Do you
believe it is:

44

w01_k11

Satisfaction with the
Norwegian democracy

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

All things considered, how satisfied are
you with the way democracy works in
Norway?

45

w01_k12_1

Trust in institution or player:
Government

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... A. The Government

46

w01_k12_2

Trust in institution or player:
Parliament

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... B. Parliament

47

w01_k12_3

Trust in institution or player:
Politicians

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... C. Politicians

48

w01_k12_4

Trust in institution or player:
Parties

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... D. Parties

49

w01_k12_5

Trust in institution or player:
The Sameting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... E. The Sameting

50

w01_k12_6

Trust in institution or player:
The County Council

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... F. The County Council

51

w01_k12_7

Trust in institution or player:
The Municipal Council

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... G. The municipal council

52

w01_k12_8

Trust in institution or player:
EU

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... H. The EU

53

w01_k12_9

Trust in institution or player:
UN

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... I. The UN

54

w01_dt5_1

Trust in institution or player:
Courts

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... J. The Courts/Judiciary

55

w01_dt5_2

Trust in institution or player:
Police

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... K. The Police

56

w01_dt5_3

Trust in institution or player:
Media

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... L. Media

57

w01_dt5_4

Trust in institution or player:
Scientists

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... M. Scientists

58

w01_dt5_5

Trust in institution or player:
NAV

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... N. NAV

59

w01_dt5_6

Trust in institution or player:
The banking sector

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... O. The banking sector
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60

w01_dt5_7

Trust in institution or player:
The health services

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which level of confidence do you
have to the following institutions and
players? ... P. The health services

61

w01_k31_1

Statement: The state should
reduce income inequality

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... A. The state should
contribute to reducing inequalities in
income in society

62

w01_k31_2

Statement: Better with
diversity of religions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... B. It is better for a
country if there is a diversity of different
religions and views on life.

63

w01_k31_3

Statement: Emission
reductions should be made
abroad

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... C. Most of the emission
reductions Norway is committed to
should be made abroad.

64

w01_k14_1

Statement: Politics is
complicated

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... D. Sometimes politics is
so complicated that people like me have
no understanding of what it's about.

65

w01_k14_2

Statement: Can vote, not
much else to influence

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... E. People like me can
vote, but there is nothing else we can do
to influence politics.

66

w01_k16_1

Has an opinion on most
issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How do the following statements apply
to you as a person? ... A. I have an
opinion on most things

67

w01_k16_2

Strong opinions, also
regarding new issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How do the following statements apply
to you as a person? ... B. I have strong
opinions, either positive or negative,
including on issues that are new to me

68

w01_dv30_1

Statement: lower taxes even
if it means cuts to welfare

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Tax rates should be lowered, even if it
leads to cutbacks in the welfare state.

69

w01_dv30_2

Statement: allow
commercialized private
schools

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Commercial private schools should be
permitted.

70

w01_dv30_3

Statement: public services
cheaper and better if left to
private actors

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Many public services could be carried
out both better and cheaper if they were
left to private parties.

71

w01_dt8_1

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted local politician

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months,
have you as an individual done any
of the following to try to influence a
political decision? ... A. Contacted a
local politician

72

w01_dt8_2

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted national politician

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... B. Contacted a national
politician

73

w01_dt8_3

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted voluntary
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... C. Contacted a voluntary
organization or association
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74

w01_dt8_4

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted a public official at
the national level

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... D. Contacted a public
official at the national level

75

w01_dt8_5

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted a public official at
the local level

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months,
have you as an individual done any
of the following to try to influence a
political decision? ... E. Contacted a
public official at the local level

76

w01_dt8_6

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in work in a
political party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... F. Participated in work in a
political party

77

w01_dt8_7

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in work for
protest group

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... G. Participated in work in
a political action group, local protest
group or similar

78

w01_dt8_8

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in work for
voluntary organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... H. Participated in work in a
voluntary organization or association

79

w01_dt8_9

Has in the last 12 months:
worn or posted champaign
sticker or emblem

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months,
have you as an individual done any
of the following to try to influence a
political decision? ... I. Worn or posted a
campaign sticker or emblem

80

w01_dt8_10

Has in the last 12 months:
signed a petition

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... J. Signed an appeal, a
petition, action list or similar

81

w01_dt8_11

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in public protest

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... K. Participated in a public
demonstration

82

w01_dt8_12

Has in the last 12 months:
boycotted certain products

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... L. Boycotted specific
products

83

w01_dt8_13

Has in the last 12 months:
consciously puchased
specific products for political
reasons

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... M. Consciously purchased
specific products for political, moral or
environmental reasons

84

w01_dt8_14

Has in the last 12 months:
provided financial support

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... N. Provided financial
support

85

w01_dt8_15

Has in the last 12 months:
collected money

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
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following to try to influence a political
decision? ... O. Collected money

86

w01_dt8_16

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted or appeared in
media

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... P. Contacted or appeared in
the media

87

w01_dt8_17

Has in the last 12 months:
contacted lawyer

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... Q. Contacted a lawyer or
legal advisor

88

w01_dt8_18

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in public
meeting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... R. Participated in a public
meeting

89

w01_dt8_19

Has in the last 12 months:
participated in political
meeting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In the course of the last 12 months, have
you as an individual done any of the
following to try to influence a political
decision? ... S. Participated at a political
meeting or event

90

w01_dt9_1

Has in the last 12 months: in
community: participated in
public meeting

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you in the past 12 months
participated in any of the following
activities to improve conditions in your
own neighbourhood or community? ...
T. Participated in or taken the initiative
to a public meeting to discuss issues
related to conditions in the community

91

w01_dt9_2

Has in the last 12 months: in
community: participated in
voluntary work

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you in the past 12 months
participated in any of the following
activities to improve conditions in your
own neighbourhood or community? ...
U. Participated in or taken the initiative
for voluntary work to fix or improve
something in the community

92

w01_dt9_3

Has in the last 12 months: in
community: been involved in
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you in the past 12 months
participated in any of the following
activities to improve conditions in your
own neighbourhood or community? ...
V. Become involved in a residents'
association, neighbourhood association
or similar organizations in the
community

93

w01_km34

Norway morally obligated to
reduce emissions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement:
“Rich countries like Norway have a
moral obligation to show international
leadership by reducing their greenhouse
gas emissions.”

Label

Type

Format

Valid
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Question

Heard the argument: Climate
change a threat, but we
should continue to extract oil
as usual

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Group Climate
#
1

Name
w01_km1
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much oil as we currently do, because the
world needs energy.

2

w01_km2

Heard the argument: Climate
change a threat and we
should reduce oil extraction

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you heard or read the following
statement? ... B. Climate change is a
very serious threat, and a lot more must
be done to prevent it. This means that
Norway should produce less oil than we
currently do, because a large share of the
world's fossil fuel must remain unused.

3

w01_km3

Heard the argument: Climate
change is not a threat and we
should continue to extract oil
as usual

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Have you heard or read the following
statement? ... C. Climate change is a
not a serious threat, and too much is
being done to prevent it. This means that
Norway should continue to produce as
much oil as we currently do, because the
world needs energy.

4

w01_km36

Concerned about climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How concerned are you about climate
change?

5

w01_km37

Agreement with statement

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which of the below statements do you
most agree with?

6

w01_km4

Statement fits view on
climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Based on what you know, which of the
following statements best describes your
view on climate change?

7

w01_km35

How many share your view
on climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

The last question you answered was
about your view on climate change.
Which proportion of the Norwegian
population do you believe shares your
views on the issue?

8

w01_km5

How serious is climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How serious a threat is climate change
overall?

9

w01_km6

Climate change is serious to
me personally

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How serious a threat is climate change
to you personally?

10

w01_km7

Possible to do something
about climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Let's assume that climate change may
become a major threat to the world
in the future if no action is taken. To
which extent do you believe that it
is possible to do anything to prevent
harmful climate changes?

11

w01_km13_1

Measure: Tighten rules on
CO2 emissions by qutoa
reductions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_1 question details

12

w01_km13_2

Measure: Tighten rules on
CO2 emissions by limiting
amount

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_2 question details

13

w01_km13_3

Measure: Capture and store
CO2

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_3 question details

14

w01_km13_4

Measure: Capture and store
CO2, like on Mognstad

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_4 question details

15

w01_km13_5

Measure: Reduce tax
incentives regarding oilfield
exploration

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_5 question details

16

w01_km13_6

Measure: Tighten tax
regulation regarding oilfield
exploration

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_6 question details

17

w01_km13_7

Measure: Prevent harmful
effects of storms and
precipitation

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_7 question details
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18

w01_km13_8

Measure: Prevent harmful
effects of storms and
precipitation, even at the cost
of other issues

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_8 question details

19

w01_km13_9

Measure: Change the climate
by blocking the sunlight

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km13_9 question details

20

w01_km17

If nothing is done about
climate change weather will
be more extreme

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If nothing is done to prevent it, do you
believe global warming will lead to
more harmful extreme weather over the
next 100 years, or do you believe global
warming will not lead to this?

21

w01_km20

Moral obligation to prevent
climate change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which degree do you view it as a
moral duty for individuals to contribute
to prevent climate change?

22

w01_km22

Knowledge about climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how good is your
knowledge on climate change?

23

w01_km22k

Comment: Knowledge about
climate change [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have any comments to the
question, you may enter them here:
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]

24

w01_km23

Discussion on climate change
is characterized by conflict
and disagreement

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which degree do you think
discussion concerning climate change
is characterized by conflict and
disagreement?

25

w01_km26

Diversity of opinion on
climate change in the media

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how great is the
diversity in opinion on climate change
that emerges in the media?

26

w01_km27

Scientists agree on climate
change

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which degree do you have the
impression that scientists agree on
climate change?

27

w01_km28_2_1

Proportion of scientist that
agree on climate change

discrete

numeric-3.0

4905

0

In your opinion, which proportion of
climate scientists agree that global
warming is a direct consequence of
humans using coal, oil and gas?

28

w01_km28k

Comment: Proportion of
scientist that agree on climate
change [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have comments to the question,
you may enter them here: [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

29

w01_km29

Norway commited through
international agreements to
cut emissions

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

As you may know, government
leaders from all over the world met
in November to negotiate a new
international agreement to limit the
emissions of greenhouse gases. To
which extent do you agree that Norway
commits itself in such international
agreements?

30

w01_km30

Norway commited through
international agreements to
cut emissions, even if China
does not

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_km30 question details

31

w01_km31

Text: Thoughts on climate
change [anonymised]

discrete

character-2020

0

-

What do you think when you hear the
words “climate change”? Please note
the first thing that springs to mind.
We appreciate all kinds of answers.
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake
of anonymity]
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Group Immigration
#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

1

w01_dv1

Benefit for Norway that
people from other countries
settles down here

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How great an advantage or disadvantage
would you say it is for Norway that
people from other countries come to live
here?

2

w01_dv2

Benefit for Norway that
immigrants settles down here

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How great an advantage or disadvantage
would you say it is for Norway that
immigrants come to live here?

3

w01_dv3

Policies aimed at people from
other countries that settle
down personally important

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How important are policies aimed at
people from other countries who come
to live in Norway to you personally?

4

w01_dv4

Immigration policy imporant
personally

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How important is immigration policy to
you personally?

5

w01_dv5

Party with best policy
regarding settlement of
foreigners

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Which political party do you believe
has the best policy aimed at people who
come from other countries to live in
Norway?

6

w01_dv5_10_otherOther: Party with best policy
regarding settlement of
foreigners

discrete

character-100

0

-

Which political party do you believe
has the best policy aimed at people who
come from other countries to live in
Norway?

7

w01_dv6

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

In your opinion, which political party
has the best immigration policy?

8

w01_dv6_10_otherOther: Party with best
immigration policy

discrete

character-150

0

-

In your opinion, which political party
has the best immigration policy?

9

w01_dv7

Share of foreigners in
community

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you consider people in your
community or school district, around
how many have come from a different
country to live there or have at least
one parent who has come from another
country?

10

w01_dv8

Share of immigrants in
community

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you consider people in your
community or school district, around
how many have immigrated or have at
least one parent who has immigrated?

11

w01_dv9

Encounters with foreigners in
daily life

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine people you randomly
encounter in your daily life, for example
on the bus, at the shop or in your
neighbourhood. How often would you
say that you encounter people who have
come from other countries to live here?

12

w01_dv10

Encounters with immigrants
in daily life

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine people you randomly
encounter in your daily life, for example
on the bus, at the shop or in your
neighbourhood. How often would you
say you encounter immigrants?

13

w01_dv11

Experience of meeting
foreigners

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How good or bad an experience have
these short, random encounters been?

14

w01_dv12

Experience of meeting
immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How good or bad an experience have
these short, random encounters been?

15

w01_dv13

Share of friends that are
foreigners

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How many of your close friends have
come from another country to live in
Norway or have parents (mother, father
or both parents) who have come from
another country to live in Norway?

16

w01_dv14

Share of friends that are
immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How many of your close friends have
immigrated to Norway or have parents

Party with the best
immigration policy
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Question
(mother, father or both parents) who
have immigrated to Norway?

17

w01_dv15

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to
1800 job applications

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Research based on 1,800 job
applications concludes that Norwegians
with immigrant backgrounds must apply
for far more jobs than others in order
to be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

18

w01_dv16

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to 42
interviews

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Research based on 42 interviews with
employers concludes that Norwegians
with immigrant backgrounds must apply
for far more jobs than others in order
to be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

19

w01_dv17

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to
research

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Research concludes that Norwegians
with immigrant backgrounds must apply
for far more jobs than others in order
to be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

20

w01_dv18

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to a
governmental ministry

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A governmental ministry concludes
that Norwegians with immigrant
backgrounds must apply for far more
jobs than others in order to be called for
an interview. To which extent do you
agree that this is the case in Norway just
now?

21

w01_dv19

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according
to The Norwegian Centre
against Racism

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

The Norwegian Centre against Racism
concludes that Norwegians with
immigrant backgrounds must apply for
far more jobs than others in order to
be called for an interview. To which
extent do you agree that this is the case
in Norway just now?

22

w01_dv20

Claim: Immigrans has to
apply for more jobs than
Norwegians, according to
public debate

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Social debate participants conclude
that Norwegians with immigrant
backgrounds must apply for far more
jobs than others in order to be called for
an interview. To which extent do you
agree that this is the case in Norway just
now?

23

w01_dv21

Allow Muslim schools

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Some Muslims in Norway wish to send
their children to Islamic schools that
follow the Norwegian curriculum but
additionally teach Islam. To which
extent do you agree or disagree that
Muslims in Norway should be permitted
to send their children to Islamic schools?

24

w01_dv22

Allow Muslim schools,
even though it may disrupt
integration, according to
public debate

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv22 question details

25

w01_dv23

Allow Muslim schools,
even though it may disrupt
integration, according to
Progress Party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv23 question details

26

w01_dv24

Allow Muslim schools,
even though it may disrupt

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv24 question details
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Question

integration, according to
Labour Party
27

w01_dv25

Claim: Muslim culture
should be respected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
A. Muslims in Norway are entitled to
respect for their traditions and culture.

28

w01_dv26

Claim: Muslim culture
should be protected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
B. Muslims in Norway are entitled to
protection of their traditions and culture.

29

w01_dv27

Claim: Immigrant culture
should be respected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
C. Immigrants in Norway are entitled to
respect for their traditions and culture.

30

w01_dv28

Claim: Immigrant culture
should be protected

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statement: ...
D. Immigrants in Norway are entitled to
protection of their traditions and culture.

31

w01_dv29_1

Statement: Refugees should
be entitled to social services

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... A. Refugees should
have the same right to social services
as Norwegians, even if they are not
Norwegian citizens.

32

w01_dv29_2

Statement: Begging should
be banned

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... B. Begging should be
banned in Norway.

33

w01_dv29_3

Statement: Norway will lose
it's identity if more Muslims
come to live here

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... C. Norway will lose its
identity if more Muslims come to live
here.

34

w01_dv29_4

Statement: Norwegian
muslims more loyal to other
muslims

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... D. Norwegian Muslims
are more loyal to other Muslims in the
world than to the people of this country.

35

w01_dv29_5

Statement: Better for a
country if most people share
the same traditions and
customs

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Consider the statements below. To
which extent do you agree or disagree
with them? ... E. It is better for a country
if nearly everyone shares the same
traditions and customs.

36

w01_dv33

Foreigners are better off
compared to people like me

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how much better or
worse off are the majority of people who
have come to live in Norway compared
to people like you?

37

w01_dv34

Immigrans are better off
compared to people like me

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

In your opinion, how much better or
worse off are the majority of people who
have immigrated to Norway compared
to people like you?

38

w01_dv35_1

Fitting description: Important
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that
the following description fits you: ... A.
It is important to me personally to be
unprejudiced towards immigrants.

39

w01_dv35_2

Fitting description: Don't
want to appear racist

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that
the following description fits you: ... B. I
would not like to be perceived as racist,
not even unto myself.
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Question

40

w01_dv35_3

Fitting description: Feel
guilty about negative feeling
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that
the following description fits you: ... C.
I feel guilty if I have negative feelings
towards immigrants.

41

w01_dv35_4

Fitting description: Trying
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poor would you say that the
following description fits you: ... D. I try
to be unprejudiced towards immigrants
due to my own conviction.

42

w01_dv38_1

Fitting description: Important
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ... A.
It is important to me personally to be
unprejudiced towards immigrants.

43

w01_dv38_2

Fitting description: Don't
want to appear racist

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ... B. I
would not like to be perceived as racist,
not even unto myself.

44

w01_dv38_3

Fitting description: Feel
guilty about negative feeling
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ... C.
I feel guilty if I have negative feelings
towards immigrants.

45

w01_dv38_4

Fitting description: Trying
not to not have prejudices
towards immigrants

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How well or poorly would you say that
the following description fits you: ...
D. I try to be unprejudiced towards
immigrants due to my own conviction.

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Group Media
#

Name

1

w01_k17_1

Usage of media channels for
news: TV

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
A. TV

2

w01_k17_2

Usage of media channels for
news: Radio

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
B. Radio

3

w01_k17_3

Usage of media channels for
news: Newspaper

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
C. Printed newspapers

4

w01_k17_4

Usage of media channels for
news: Online newspaper

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
D. Online newspapers

5

w01_k17_5

Usage of media channels for
news: Facebook

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
E. Facebook

6

w01_k17_6

Usage of media channels for
news: Twitter

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
F. Twitter

7

w01_k17_7

Usage of media channels for
news: Other websites

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How often do you use these media
channels to stay up to date on news? ...
G. Other websites

8

w01_k18_1

Interested in media content:
International news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the
following types of media content? ... A.
International news

9

w01_k18_2

Interested in media content:
Domestic news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... B. Domestic
news
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#
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10

w01_k18_3

11

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

Interested in media content:
Local news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... C. Local
news

w01_k18_4

Interested in media content:
Health/ consumer/ lifestyle

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... D. Health/
consumer/ lifestyle

12

w01_k18_5

Interested in media content:
Debate

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... E. Debate

13

w01_k18_6

Interested in media content:
Culture and feature

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... F. Culture
and feature

14

w01_k18_7

Interested in media content:
Entertainment and celebrity
news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the
following types of media content? ... G.
Entertainment and celebrity news

15

w01_k18_8

Interested in media content:
Sports

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How interested are you in the following
types of media content? ... H. Sports

16

w01_k19_1

Profile on social network:
Facebook

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... A. Facebook

17

w01_k19_2

Profile on social network:
Twitter

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... B. Twitter

18

w01_k19_3

Profile on social network:
Instagram

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... C. Instagram

19

w01_k19_4

Profile on social network:
Youtube

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... D. YouTube

20

w01_k19_5

Profile on social network:
Flickr

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... E. Flickr

21

w01_k19_6

Profile on social network:
LinkedIn

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... F. LinkedIn

22

w01_k19_7

Profile on social network:
Myspace

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... G. Myspace

23

w01_k19_8

Profile on social network:
Origo

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... H. Origo

24

w01_k19_9

Profile on social network:
Biip

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... I. Biip

25

w01_k19_10

Profile on social network:
Other

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... J. Other

26

w01_k19_11

Profile on social network:
None

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Which social network sites do you have
a profile on? ... K. None

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

Group Emergency management
#

Name

Label

1

w01_dt1_1

Authorities have a right to:
indefinite detainment

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... A.
Keep individuals in custody as long as
they want without a judicial process

2

w01_dt1_2

Authorities have a right to:
tapping phone calls

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... B.
Tap people's phone calls
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3

w01_dt1_3

4

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

Authorities have a right to:
randomly stop and search
people on the street

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... C.
Randomly stop and search people on the
street

w01_dt1_4

Authorities have a right
to: arrest people without
suspision

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... D.
Arrest people without specific suspicion

5

w01_dt1_5

Authorities have a right
to: monitor electronic
communication

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... E.
Monitor electronic communication
(beyond telephones)

6

w01_dt1_6

Authorities have a right to:
monitor/bug room

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... F.
Monitor/bug rooms

7

w01_dt1_7

Authorities have a right to:
cordon off large part of the
city

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ... G.
Cordon off large parts of the city

8

w01_dt1_8

Authorities have a right to:
patrol the streets with armed
military or police

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Imagine that the authorities suspected
that a terrorist attack was imminent.
To which extent do you agree that the
authorities should be entitled to: ...
H. Allow armed police or military
personnel to patrol the streets

9

w01_dt1k

Comment: Authorities have
a right to [anonymised: Data
withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

discrete

character-150

0

-

If you have any comments to the
question, enter them here: [anonymised:
Data withheld for the sake of
anonymity]

10

w01_dt2

Willing to accept that
maintaining the safety of
society must be at the cost of
civil liberties

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

How willing are you to accept that
maintaining the safety of society
must be at the cost of the freedom of
individuals (such as privacy)?

11

w01_dv36_recode Directly affected by July
22nd

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dv36_recode question details

12

w01_dv36_5_otherOther: Directly affected by
July 22nd [anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

Other: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

13

w01_dv37_1

Reaction: Remember where I
was when the news came

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... A.
I remember where I was when I got the
news

14

w01_dv37_2

Reaction: Remember who
I was with when the news
came

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... B.
I remember who I was with when I got
the news

15

w01_dv37_3

Reaction: Paid close attention
to the news

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
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Question
your reaction, as you remember it? ... C.
I followed the news with extra interest in
the time following the events

16

w01_dv37_4

Reaction: Was saddend

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... D.
I was sad

17

w01_dv37_5

Reaction: Got angry

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... E.
I was angry

18

w01_dv37_6

Reaction: Discussed events
with friends and relatives

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ...
F. I discussed 22. July with friends and
acquaintances

19

w01_dv37_8

Reaction: Became more
interested in politics

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... G.
I became more interested in politics

20

w01_dv37_10

Reaction: The attacks made
no impression

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... H.
The attacks didn't affect me much

21

w01_dv37_annet_1Other: Reaction
[anonymised]

discrete

character-150

0

-

A lot of people reacted strongly in the
time after the terrorist attacks. How well
or poorly do these descriptions describe
your reaction, as you remember it? ... I.
Other: [anonymised: Data withheld for
the sake of anonymity]

22

w01_dv371

Participated in remembrance
services in the period
following the attacks

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Did you participate in the remembrance
services in the period following the
attacks?

23

w01_dv372

Joined political party or
association in the period
following the attacks

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Did you become a member of a political
party or an association in the period after
the terrorist attacks?

24

w01_dv372_1_other
Text: Joined political party
or association in the period
following the attacks

discrete

character-195

0

-

Did you become a member of a political
party or an association in the period after
the terrorist attacks?

25

w01_dv39_recode Think, read or talk about July
22nd

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

More than two years have passed since
the attacks. As for you personally, how
often would you say that you think, read
or talk about things that have to do with
22 July nowadays?

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

Group Trust
#

Name

Label

1

w01_k15_99

Trust people

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Would you agree that most people in
general can be trusted, or do you believe
that one can't be careful enough when
dealing with others?

2

w01_dt3_1

Trust in central government
to handle: natural disasters

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... A. Natural disasters such as
landslides, floods and hurricanes

3

w01_dt3_2

Trust in central government
to handle: transportation
accident

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... B. Accidents in connection
with aviation, railroads, roads and
shipping

4

w01_dt3_3

Trust in central government
to handle: contagious disease

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... C. Contagion in connection
with food, drinking water or epidemics
(for example bird flu, swine flu, E.coli)

5

w01_dt3_4

Trust in central government
to handle: failure in critical
infratructure

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... D. Failure in critical
infrastructure (such as power
supply, electronic communication,
telecommunication, oil and fuel supply)

6

w01_dt3_5

Trust in central government
to handle: terrorist attack

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that central Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... E. Terrorist attacks

7

w01_dt4_1

Trust in local government to
handle: natural disaster

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... F. Natural disasters such as
landslides, floods and hurricanes

8

w01_dt4_2

Trust in local government
to handle: transportation
accident

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... G. Accidents in connection
with aviation, railroads, roads and
shipping

9

w01_dt4_3

Trust in local government to
handle: contagious disease

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... H. Contagion in connection
with food, drinking water or epidemics
(for example bird flu, swine flu, E.coli)

10

w01_dt4_4

Trust in local government
to handle: failure in critical
infrastructure

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... I. Failure in critical
infrastructure (such as power
supply, electronic communication,
telecommunication, oil and fuel supply)

11

w01_dt4_5

Trust in local government to
handle: terrorist attack

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

To which extent do you have confidence
or mistrust that local Norwegian
authorities are capable of handling
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question
various forms of accidents and
disasters? ... J. Terrorist attacks

12

w01_dt6_1

People are considerate and
helpful

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Would you say that people usually
try to be considerate to others and
helpful, or that they mainly look out for
themselves? Indicate your opinion using
the scale below.

13

w01_dt7_1

People are exploitative

discrete

numeric-2.0

4905

0

Do you believe that most people would
try to take advantage of you if they had
the chance, or do you think they would
try to be kind? Indicate your opinion
below.

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Group Participation
#

Name

Label

Question

1

w01_dt10_1

Membership: Sports or
outdoor organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of
any of these? ... A. Sports or outdoor
organization

2

w01_dt10_2

Membership: Humanitarian
aid organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of
any of these? ... B. Humanitarian aid
organization

3

w01_dt10_3

Membership: Religious or
other belief organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... C. Religious or other belief
organization

4

w01_dt10_4

Membership: Political party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... D. Political party

5

w01_dt10_5

Membership: Temperance
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... E. Temperance organization

6

w01_dt10_6

Membership: Language
organization or similar

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... F. Language organization or
similar

7

w01_dt10_7

Membership: Environmental
protection/animal welfare
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of
any of these? ... G. Environmental
protection/animal welfare organization

8

w01_dt10_8

Membership: Residents'
association/neighbourhood
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... H. Residents' association/
neighbourhood association/community
association

9

w01_dt10_9

Membership: Housing
cooperative

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... I. Housing cooperative
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

10

w01_dt10_10

Membership: House owner
association and land owner
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... J. House owner association
and land owner association

11

w01_dt10_11

Membership: Cultural
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... K. Cultural association
(music, dance, theatre, hobby, etc.)

12

w01_dt10_12

Membership: Lodge

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... L. Lodge

13

w01_dt10_13

Membership: Consumer
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... M. Consumer organization

14

w01_dt10_14

Membership: Car association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? N. Car association

15

w01_dt10_15

Membership: Patient
association or interest
organization for the disabled

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... O. Patient association or
interest organization for the disabled

16

w01_dt10_16

Membership: Pensioner
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... P. Pensioner association

17

w01_dt10_17

Membership: Parents'
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... Q. Parents' association

18

w01_dt10_18

Membership: Immigrant
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... R. Immigrant association

19

w01_dt10_19

Membership: Employee
organization/trade union

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... S. Employee organization/
trade union

20

w01_dt10_20

Membership: Business and
employer organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... T. Business and employer
organization

21

w01_dt10_21

Membership: Agricultural or
fisheries organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... U. Agricultural or fisheries
organization

22

w01_dt10_22

Membership: Other

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Below we have listed some types
of organizations. Could you place a
checkmark if you are a member of any
of these? ... V. Other organizations/
associations
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

23

w01_dt11_1

Position of trust: Sports or
outdoor organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... A. Sports or
outdoor organization

24

w01_dt11_2

Position of trust:
Humanitarian aid
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... B. Humanitarian
aid organization

25

w01_dt11_3

Position of trust: Religious or
other belief organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... C. Religious or
other belief organization

26

w01_dt11_4

Position of trust: Political
party

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... D. Political party

27

w01_dt11_5

Position of trust: Temperance
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... E. Temperance
organization

28

w01_dt11_6

Position of trust: Language
organization or similar

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... F. Language
organization or similar

29

w01_dt11_7

Position of trust:
Environmental protection/
animal welfare organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in
any of these organizations? ... G.
Environmental protection/animal
welfare organization

30

w01_dt11_8

Position of trust: Residents'
association/neighbourhood
association/community
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... H. Residents'
association/neighbourhood association/
community association

31

w01_dt11_9

Position of trust: Housing
cooperative

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... I. Housing
cooperative

32

w01_dt11_10

Position of trust: House
owner association and land
owner association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... J. House owner
association and land owner association

33

w01_dt11_11

Position of trust: Cultural
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... K. Cultural
association (music, dance, theatre,
hobby, etc.)

34

w01_dt11_12

Position of trust: Lodge

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... L. Lodge

35

w01_dt11_13

Position of trust: Consumer
organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... M. Consumer
organization

36

w01_dt11_14

Position of trust: Car
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in
any of these organizations? ... N. Car
association

37

w01_dt11_15

Position of trust: Patient
association or interest
organization for the disabled

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... O. Patient
association or interest organization for
the disabled

38

w01_dt11_16

Position of trust: Pensioner
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... P. Pensioner
association

39

w01_dt11_17

Position of trust: Parents'
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... Q. Parents'
association

40

w01_dt11_18

Position of trust: Immigrant
association

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... R. Immigrant
association
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#

Name

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

41

w01_dt11_19

Position of trust: Employee
organization/trade union

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... S. Employee
organization/trade union

42

w01_dt11_20

Position of trust: Business
and employer organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... T. Business and
employer organization

43

w01_dt11_21

Position of trust: Agricultural
or fisheries organization

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any of
these organizations? ... U. Agricultural
or fisheries organization

44

w01_dt11_22

Position of trust: Other

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Do you have a position of trust in any
of these organizations? ... V. Other
organizations/associations

45

w01_dt12

Would attempt to influence
political process regarding
controversial measure

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

Let's assume that the Storting is
discussing a new measure that you
consider to be completely unreasonable.
How likely is it that you would attempt
to do something to affect the outcome?

46

w01_dt13

Means to influence political
process

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

If you wanted to affect the outcome of
an issue, what would be your favoured
procedure?

47

w01_dt14

Who should get 5000 kr, the
participants have no say

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dt14 question details

48

w01_dt15

Who should get 5000 kr, you
as a participant have a say

discrete

numeric-1.0

4905

0

w01_dt15 question details

Label

Type

Format

Valid

Invalid

Question

Group Weight
#

Name

1

w01_Weight1

Weight based on variables
P3, P5_2, and P1. See
documentation report.

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, and
P1. See documentation report.

2

w01_Weight2

Weight based on variables
P3, P5_2, P4, and P1. See
documentation report

discrete

numeric-11.0

4905

0

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, P4,
and P1. See documentation report
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Dataset contains 331 variable(s)
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File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# responseid:

Responseid

Information

[Type= continuous] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5018] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Responseid

Concepts

Data

# w01_u:

Randomizes the respondents into two groups

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Randomizes the respondents into two groups. The two groups are asked questions common to them both, and questions
unique to the group.

Literal question

Randomiserer respondentene inn i to grupper. De to gruppene blir stilt spørsmål som både er felles for begge gruppene og
unike for den enkelte gruppe.

Concepts

Data

Value

Label

1

u1

2

u2

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k1:

Interest in politics

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In general, how interested are you in politics?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k2:

Voted in the elections

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Did you vote at the parliamentary elections this autumn?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Value

Label

1

Yes

2

No

3

Don't remember

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_k3:

Voted for following party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-10] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which party did you vote for at the parliamentary elections?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
Cases

Value

Label

1

The Christian Democratic Party

2

The Conservative Party

3

The Progress Party

4

The Liberal Party

5

The Socialist Left Party

6

The Centre Party

7

The Green Party

8

The Labour Party

9

Red

10

Other:

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k3_10_other:

Text: Voted for following party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which party did you vote for at the parliamentary elections?

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

# w01_k4:

Time of choosing party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

When did you decide to vote for the party or list you chose?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
Cases

Value

Label

1

Before the election campaign

2

During the election campaign

3

On the day of the election

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k5_1:

Reasons not to vote in elections: too small differences between parties

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
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Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_k5_1:

Reasons not to vote in elections: too small differences between parties
There may be many reasons for people not voting at parliamentary elections. Indicate how important the following reasons
were for you:

Literal question

... A. The differences between the parties are too minor
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very important

2

Important

3

Somewhat important

4

Not very important

5

Not important at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k5_2:

Reasons not to vote in elections: not committed to important issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

There may be many reasons for people not voting at parliamentary elections. Indicate how important the following reasons
were for you:
... B. I am not committed to any important issues
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very important

2

Important

3

Somewhat important

4

Not very important

5

Not important at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k5_3:

Reasons not to vote in elections: not familiar with issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

There may be many reasons for people not voting at parliamentary elections. Indicate how important the following reasons
were for you:
... C. I am not familiar enough with what the parties represent
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very important

2

Important

3

Somewhat important

Cases
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Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_k5_3:

Reasons not to vote in elections: not familiar with issues
Cases

Value

Label

4

Not very important

5

Not important at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k5_4:

Reasons not to vote in elections: lacking confidence in politicians

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

There may be many reasons for people not voting at parliamentary elections. Indicate how important the following reasons
were for you:
... D. I lack confidence in politicians
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very important

2

Important

3

Somewhat important

4

Not very important

5

Not important at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k5_5:

Reasons not to vote in elections: lack of time

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

There may be many reasons for people not voting at parliamentary elections. Indicate how important the following reasons
were for you:
... E. I didn't have the time or opportunity
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very important

2

Important

3

Somewhat important

4

Not very important

5

Not important at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_1:

Like or dislike party: Christian Democratic Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
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Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_k6_1:

Like or dislike party: Christian Democratic Party
We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.

Literal question

... A. The Christian Democratic Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_2:

Like or dislike party: Conservative Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... B. The Conservative Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_3:

Like or dislike party: Progress Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Vi vil gjerne be deg vurdere hvor mye du liker eller misliker de ulike politiske partiene i Norge.

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... C. The Progress Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

Cases
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Percentage
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# w01_k6_3:

Like or dislike party: Progress Party
Cases

Value

Label

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_4:

Like or dislike party: Liberal Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... D. The Liberal Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_5:

Like or dislike party: Socialist Left Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Vi vil gjerne be deg vurdere hvor mye du liker eller misliker de ulike politiske partiene i Norge.

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... E. The Socialist Left Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Cases
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Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_k6_5:

Like or dislike party: Socialist Left Party

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_6:

Like or dislike party: Centre Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... F. The Centre Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_7:

Like or dislike party: Green Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... G. The Green Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_8:

Like or dislike party: Labour Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... H. The Labour Party

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
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# w01_k6_8:

Like or dislike party: Labour Party
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k6_9:

Like or dislike party: Red

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would like you to assess how much you like or dislike the various Norwegian political parties.
... I. Red
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly dislike

2

Somewhat dislike

3

Somewhat dislike

4

Neither dislike nor like

5

Somewhat like

6

Significantly like

7

Strongly like

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k7:

Satisfied with new Government

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How satisfied are you with the new Government of Norway?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Value

Label

1

Very satisfied

2

Satisfied

3

Somewhat satisfied

4

Dissatisfied

5

Very dissatisfied

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage
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# w01_dt19:

Anticipated red-green victory

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you consider the period prior to the parliamentary elections in September, did you expect the red-green government to
continue after the election?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
Cases

Value

Label

1

Yes

2

No

97

Not asked

98

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt20:

Government coalition considered most likely

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, which government did you consider to be most likely?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour, Central government, Government policy, Political power
Cases

Value

Label

1

The Conservative Party

2

The Conservative Party and the Progress Party

3

The Conservative Party, the Progress Party, the Christian
Democratic Party and the Liberal Party

4

The Conservative Party, the Progress Party and the Christian
Democratic Party

5

The Conservative Party, the Progress Party and the Liberal Party

6

The Conservative Party, the Christian Democratic Party and the
Liberal Party

7

The Labour Party

8

Other:

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt20_8_other:

Text: Government coalition considered most likely

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, which government did you consider to be most likely?

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour, Central government, Government policy, Political power

# w01_dt21:

Would vote differently if premonition of outcome

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
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# w01_dt21:

Would vote differently if premonition of outcome

Literal question

Now that you know that a Conservative Party and Progress Party government was the outcome of the election, would you
have changed your vote if you had known this in advance?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
Cases

Value

Label

1

Yes

2

No

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt22:

Would vote for following party if knowledge of outcome

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-9] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which party would have voted for if this is the case?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
Cases

Value

Label

1

The Christian Democratic Party

2

The Conservative Party

3

The Progress Party

4

The Liberal Party

5

The Socialist Left Party

6

The Centre Party

7

The Green Party

8

The Labour Party

9

Other:

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt22_9_other:

Text: Would vote for following party if knowledge of outcome

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which party would have voted for if this is the case?

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

# w01_k8_1:

Placement on the political spectrum

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

In politics one often speaks of the “left wing” and “right wing.” Below is a scale where 0 represents those who are at the far
left politically, while 10 represents those who are at the far right.

Literal question

Where would you place yourself on such a scale?
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# w01_k8_1:

Placement on the political spectrum
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

99

No response

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k9_1:

1. Text: Most important political issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

What are the most important political issues or areas for you personally?

Interviewer's instructions

Please list the three most important issues where 1 is the most important, 2 the second most important and 3 is the third most
important.
[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

# w01_k9_1_sak1_kod:

1. Most important political issues - recoded

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4166 /-] [Invalid=739 /-]

Literal question

What are the most important political issues or areas for you personally?

Interviewer's instructions

Please list the three most important issues where 1 is the most important, 2 the second most important and 3 is the third most
important.
[Recode of w01_k9_1]
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

1001

Helse

2002

Miljø

3003

Utdanning

4004

Samferdsel

5005

Innvandring

6006

Økonomi (privat og samfunn)

Cases
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# w01_k9_1_sak1_kod:

1. Most important political issues - recoded
Cases

Value

Label

7007

Arbeid

8008

Velferd

9009

Likhet

1010

Kultur

1111

Forsvar

1212

Justis

1313

Næring

1414

Utenriks

1515

Distrikt/by og land

1616

Internasjonalt

1717

Seniorpolitikk

1818

Familie

1919

Tradisjon

2020

Demokrati

2121

Ideologi

2222

Frihet (og ansvar)

2323

Offentlig og privat sektor

2424

Etikk

3030

Andre saker

9696

Ufullstendige svar/Vet ikke

9797

Ubesvart

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k9_2:

2. Text: Most important political issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

What are the most important political issues or areas for you personally?

Interviewer's instructions

Please list the three most important issues where 1 is the most important, 2 the second most important and 3 is the third most
important.
[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

# w01_k9_2_sak2_kod:

2. Most important political issues - recoded

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4059 /-] [Invalid=846 /-]

Literal question

What are the most important political issues or areas for you personally?

Interviewer's instructions

Please list the three most important issues where 1 is the most important, 2 the second most important and 3 is the third most
important.
[Recode of w01_k9_2]

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
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# w01_k9_2_sak2_kod:

2. Most important political issues - recoded
Cases

Value

Label

1001

Helse

2002

Miljø

3003

Utdanning

4004

Samferdsel

5005

Innvandring

6006

Økonomi (privat og samfunn)

7007

Arbeid

8008

Velferd

9009

Likhet

1010

Kultur

1111

Forsvar

1212

Justis

1313

Næring

1414

Utenriks

1515

Distrikt/by og land

1616

Internasjonalt

1717

Seniorpolitikk

1818

Familie

1919

Tradisjon

2020

Demokrati

2121

Ideologi

2222

Frihet (og ansvar)

2323

Offentlig og privat sektor

2424

Etikk

3030

Andre saker

9696

Ufullstendige svar/Vet ikke

9797

Ubesvart

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k9_3:

3. Text: Most important political issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

What are the most important political issues or areas for you personally?

Interviewer's instructions

Please list the three most important issues where 1 is the most important, 2 the second most important and 3 is the third most
important.
[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

# w01_k9_3_sak3_kod:

3. Most important political issues - recoded

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=3985 /-] [Invalid=920 /-]

Literal question

What are the most important political issues or areas for you personally?
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# w01_k9_3_sak3_kod:

3. Most important political issues - recoded

Interviewer's instructions

Please list the three most important issues where 1 is the most important, 2 the second most important and 3 is the third most
important.
[Recode of w01_k9_3]
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1001

Helse

2002

Miljø

3003

Utdanning

4004

Samferdsel

5005

Innvandring

6006

Økonomi (privat og samfunn)

7007

Arbeid

8008

Velferd

9009

Likhet

1010

Kultur

1111

Forsvar

1212

Justis

1313

Næring

1414

Utenriks

1515

Distrikt/by og land

1616

Internasjonalt

1717

Seniorpolitikk

1818

Familie

1919

Tradisjon

2020

Demokrati

2121

Ideologi

2222

Frihet (og ansvar)

2323

Offentlig og privat sektor

2424

Etikk

3030

Andre saker

9696

Ufullstendige svar/Vet ikke

9797

Ubesvart

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_1:

Place party on political spectrum: Christian Democractic Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
... A. The Christian Democratic Party

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour
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# w01_dt16_1:

Place party on political spectrum: Christian Democractic Party

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_2:

Place party on political spectrum: Conservative Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
... B. The Conservative Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_3:

Place party on political spectrum: Progress Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
... C. The Progress Party
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# w01_dt16_3:

Place party on political spectrum: Progress Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_4:

Place party on political spectrum: Liberal Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
... D. The Liberal Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_5:

Place party on political spectrum: Socialist Left Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
- 69 -

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_dt16_5:

Place party on political spectrum: Socialist Left Party
... E. The Socialist Left Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_6:

Place party on political spectrum: Centre Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
... F. The Centre Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_7:

Place party on political spectrum: Green Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
- 70 -

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_dt16_7:

Place party on political spectrum: Green Party
... G. The Green Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_8:

Place party on political spectrum: Labour Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?
... H. The Labour Party
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt16_9:

Place party on political spectrum: Red

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

- 71 -

Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_dt16_9:

Place party on political spectrum: Red
In politics there is often talk of the left and right wings. Where would you place the following parties on a scale, where 0
indicates farthest to the left and 10 indicates farthest to the right?

Literal question

... I. Red
National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Concepts

Value

Label

0

0 Left

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 Right

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k10:

Perception of current economic situation

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How do you perceive the current economic situation in Norway? Do you believe it is:

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Democracy, National economy, Political, social and
economic issues, Economics, Economic policy, Economic conditions, Economic resources
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor poor

5

Somewhat poor

6

Poor

7

Very poor

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k11:

Satisfaction with the Norwegian democracy

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

All things considered, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in Norway?

Concepts

National policy, Politics, Political awareness, Political interest, Political party policies, Democracy, Elections, Party politics,
Political parties, Voting, Voting intention, Political behaviour

Value

Label

1

Very satisfied

Cases

- 72 -

Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_k11:

Satisfaction with the Norwegian democracy
Cases

Value

Label

2

Satisfied

3

Somewhat satisfied

4

Dissatisfied

5

Very dissatisfied

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k12_1:

Trust in institution or player: Government

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... A. The Government
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k12_2:

Trust in institution or player: Parliament

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... B. Parliament
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

- 73 -

Percentage

File : Norsk Medborgerpanel runde 1
# w01_k12_3:

Trust in institution or player: Politicians

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... C. Politicians
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k12_4:

Trust in institution or player: Parties

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... D. Parties
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

- 74 -

Percentage

# w01_k12_5:

Trust in institution or player: The Sameting

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... E. The Sameting
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k12_6:

Trust in institution or player: The County Council

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... F. The County Council
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k12_7:

Trust in institution or player: The Municipal Council

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... G. The municipal council
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

Cases

- 75 -

Percentage

# w01_k12_7:

Trust in institution or player: The Municipal Council
Cases

Value

Label

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k12_8:

Trust in institution or player: EU

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... H. The EU
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k12_9:

Trust in institution or player: UN

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... I. The UN
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

- 76 -

Percentage

# w01_dt5_1:

Trust in institution or player: Courts

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... J. The Courts/Judiciary
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt5_2:

Trust in institution or player: Police

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... K. The Police
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt5_3:

Trust in institution or player: Media

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... L. Media
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

Cases

- 77 -

Percentage

# w01_dt5_3:

Trust in institution or player: Media
Cases

Value

Label

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt5_4:

Trust in institution or player: Scientists

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... M. Scientists
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt5_5:

Trust in institution or player: NAV

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... N. NAV
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

- 78 -

Percentage

# w01_dt5_6:

Trust in institution or player: The banking sector

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... O. The banking sector
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt5_7:

Trust in institution or player: The health services

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which level of confidence do you have to the following institutions and players?
... P. The health services
Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Public sector, Government organizations, Government

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k31_1:

Statement: The state should reduce income inequality

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... A. The state should contribute to reducing inequalities in income in society
Income, Income distribution, Incomes policy, Government role, State responsibility, Politics, Socio-economic status

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

Cases

- 79 -

Percentage

# w01_k31_1:

Statement: The state should reduce income inequality
Cases

Value

Label

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k31_2:

Statement: Better with diversity of religions

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... B. It is better for a country if there is a diversity of different religions and views on life.
Religion, Religious freedom, Religious practice

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k31_3:

Statement: Emission reductions should be made abroad

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... C. Most of the emission reductions Norway is committed to should be made abroad.
Climate, Climatic changes, Environmental changes

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k14_1:

Statement: Politics is complicated

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
- 80 -

Percentage

# w01_k14_1:

Statement: Politics is complicated
Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?

Literal question

... D. Sometimes politics is so complicated that people like me have no understanding of what it's about.
Politics, Political awareness

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k14_2:

Statement: Can vote, not much else to influence

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... E. People like me can vote, but there is nothing else we can do to influence politics.
Politics, Political awareness, Voting, Voting intention, Political persuasion

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k15_99:

Trust people

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-97] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now to a more general question:

Literal question

Would you agree that most people in general can be trusted, or do you believe that one can't be careful enough when dealing
with others?

Interviewer's instructions

0 means “Can't be careful enough” and 10 means “Most people can be trusted.”

Concepts

Trust, Interpersonal trust

Value

Label

0

0 - Can't be careful enough

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Cases

- 81 -

Percentage

# w01_k15_99:

Trust people
Cases

Value

Label

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 - Most people can be trusted

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k16_1:

Has an opinion on most issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How do the following statements apply to you as a person?
... A. I have an opinion on most things
Attitudes, Freedom of thought, Personal identity, Personality, Personality traits

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Apply very well

2

Apply well

3

Apply somewhat well

4

Apply neither well nor poorly

5

Apply somewhat poorly

6

Apply poorly

7

Apply very poorly

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k16_2:

Strong opinions, also regarding new issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How do the following statements apply to you as a person?
... B. I have strong opinions, either positive or negative, including on issues that are new to me
Attitudes, Freedom of thought, Personality, Personal identity, Personality traits

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Apply very well

2

Apply well

3

Apply somewhat well

4

Apply neither well nor poorly

5

Apply somewhat poorly

6

Apply poorly

7

Apply very poorly

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_ran1:
Information

Randomizes independently from U
[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]
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Percentage

# w01_ran1:

Randomizes independently from U

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4780 /-] [Invalid=125 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes into three groups and selects one of the following questions: KM1, KM2, KM3

Concepts

Data

# w01_km1:

Heard the argument: Climate change a threat, but we should continue to extract oil as usual

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Have you heard or read the following statement?
... A. Climate change is a very serious threat, and a lot more must be done to prevent it. Norway should nevertheless
continue to produce as much oil as we currently do, because the world needs energy.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Petroleum, Petroleum industry, Oil pollution, Oil resources

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Yes, I have heard or read this.

2

No, I have not heard or read this

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km2:

Heard the argument: Climate change a threat and we should reduce oil extraction

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Have you heard or read the following statement?
... B. Climate change is a very serious threat, and a lot more must be done to prevent it. This means that Norway should
produce less oil than we currently do, because a large share of the world's fossil fuel must remain unused.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Petroleum, Petroleum industry, Oil pollution, Oil resources

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Yes, I have heard or read this.

2

No, I have not heard or read this

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km3:

Heard the argument: Climate change is not a threat and we should continue to extract oil as usual

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Have you heard or read the following statement?
... C. Climate change is a not a serious threat, and too much is being done to prevent it. This means that Norway should
continue to produce as much oil as we currently do, because the world needs energy.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Petroleum, Petroleum industry, Oil pollution, Oil resources

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Yes, I have heard or read this.

2

No, I have not heard or read this

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_km36:

Concerned about climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How concerned are you about climate change?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very concerned

2

Concerned

3

Somewhat concerned

4

Not particularly concerned

5

Not concerned

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km37:

Agreement with statement

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which of the below statements do you most agree with?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Petroleum, Oil pollution, Petroleum industry
Cases

Value

Label

1

Norway should continue to produce as much oil as we currently do.

2

Norway should produce less oil than we currently do

3

Norway should produce more oil than we currently do

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km4:

Statement fits view on climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-4] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Based on what you know, which of the following statements best describes your view on climate change?

Interviewer's instructions

Choose one option.

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Attitudes
Cases

Value

Label

1

I believe that the climate is not changing.

2

I don't know whether the climate is changing or not.

3

I believe that the climate is changing, but that it has little to do with
human action.

4

I believe that the climate is changing, and that it to a large extent is
due to human action.

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km35:

How many share your view on climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

The last question you answered was about your view on climate change. Which proportion of the Norwegian population do
you believe shares your views on the issue?
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# w01_km35:

How many share your view on climate change
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Attitudes

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

All, or nearly all

2

Many (more than half)

3

Around half

4

Some (fewer than half)

5

None, or nearly none

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_ran2:

Randomizes independently from U

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4775 /-] [Invalid=130 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes into two groups and selects one of the following questions: KM5 or KM6

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure

Value

Label

1

r1

2

r2

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km5:

How serious is climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How serious a threat is climate change overall?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very serious

2

Serious

3

Somewhat serious

4

Not very serious

5

Not a threat

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km6:

Climate change is serious to me personally

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How serious a threat is climate change to you personally?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure

Value

Label

1

Very serious

2

Serious

3

Somewhat serious

4

Not very serious

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_km6:

Climate change is serious to me personally

Value

Label

5

Not a threat

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km7:

Possible to do something about climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-4] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Let's assume that climate change may become a major threat to the world in the future if no action is taken. To which extent
do you believe that it is possible to do anything to prevent harmful climate changes?

Interviewer's instructions

Select the statement that is closest to your view:

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure
Cases

Value

Label

1

It is impossible to do anything to prevent harmful climate change.

2

It is possible, but very difficult to do something to prevent harmful
climate change.

3

It is possible and completely realistic to do something to prevent
harmful climate change.

4

It is easy to prevent harmful climate change.

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_ran3sel_1:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_1

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1189 /-] [Invalid=3716 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_1

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran3sel_2:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_2

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1211 /-] [Invalid=3694 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_2

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran3sel_3:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_3

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1204 /-] [Invalid=3701 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_3

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran3sel_4:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_4

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1196 /-] [Invalid=3709 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_4

Concepts

Data
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Percentage

# w01_ran3sel_5:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_5

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1197 /-] [Invalid=3708 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_5

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran3sel_6:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_6

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1203 /-] [Invalid=3702 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_6

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran3sel_7:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_7

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1225 /-] [Invalid=3680 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_7

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran3sel_8:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_8

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=1175 /-] [Invalid=3730 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_8

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran3sel_9:

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_9

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=2400 /-] [Invalid=2505 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1: selects KM13_9

Concepts

Data

# w01_km13_1:

Measure: Tighten rules on CO2 emissions by qutoa reductions

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... A. Tighten the rules for how much CO2 industry in Norway and Europe may discharge by cutting the total number of
quotas these may use.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_km13_1:

Measure: Tighten rules on CO2 emissions by qutoa reductions

Value

Label

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km13_2:

Measure: Tighten rules on CO2 emissions by limiting amount

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... B. Tighten the rules for how much CO2 industry in Norway and Europe may discharge overall.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km13_3:

Measure: Capture and store CO2

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... C. Strengthen focus on capture and storage of CO2 beneath the seabed or underground.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_km13_4:

Measure: Capture and store CO2, like on Mognstad

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... D. Strengthen focus on capture and storage of CO2 beneath the seabed or underground, such as the so-called “mission to
the moon” project at Mongstad
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km13_5:

Measure: Reduce tax incentives regarding oilfield exploration

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... E. Reduce tax incentives for oil exploration on the Norwegian continental shelf.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility, Tax relief, Fiscal policy, Taxation

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km13_6:

Measure: Tighten tax regulation regarding oilfield exploration

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
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# w01_km13_6:

Measure: Tighten tax regulation regarding oilfield exploration
... F. Tighten the tax regulations for oil exploration on the Norwegian continental shelf.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility, Tax relief, Fiscal policy, Taxation

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km13_7:

Measure: Prevent harmful effects of storms and precipitation

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... G. Strengthen efforts to prevent the harmful effects of storms and precipitation.
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility, Safety and security measures

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km13_8:

Measure: Prevent harmful effects of storms and precipitation, even at the cost of other issues

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... H. Strengthen efforts to prevent the harmful effects of storms and precipitation, even if this is at the cost of other important
causes.

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility
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# w01_km13_8:

Measure: Prevent harmful effects of storms and precipitation, even at the cost of other issues
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km13_9:

Measure: Change the climate by blocking the sunlight

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

We would now like to ask your opinion on certain measures that have been proposed to reduce climate change. Many experts
believe that the measures mentioned below will work. However, there may be disagreement on whether these are good
measures to implement. How positive or negative are you towards the measures mentioned here?
... I. Attempt to alter the weather and climate by e.g. launching sulphur particles that block sunlight
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Political action, National policy, Politics, Government policy, Political
accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very positive

2

Positive

3

Somewhat positive

4

Neither positive nor negative

5

Somewhat negative

6

Negative

7

Very negative

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_km17:

If nothing is done about climate change weather will be more extreme

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

If nothing is done to prevent it, do you believe global warming will lead to more harmful extreme weather over the next 100
years, or do you believe global warming will not lead to this?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Environmental degradation
Cases

Value

Label

1

Global warming will lead to more harmful extreme weather

2

Global warming will not lead to more harmful extreme weather

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km20:

Moral obligation to prevent climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which degree do you view it as a moral duty for individuals to contribute to prevent climate change?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Moral behaviour
Cases

Value

Label

1

To a very great degree

2

To a great degree

3

To some degree

4

To a small degree

5

Not at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km22:

Knowledge about climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, how good is your knowledge on climate change?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Knowledge (awareness)
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good knowledge

2

Good knowledge

3

Some knowledge

4

Little knowledge

5

No knowledge

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km22k:

Comment: Knowledge about climate change [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you have any comments to the question, you may enter them here:
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Percentage

# w01_km22k:

Comment: Knowledge about climate change [anonymised]
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]
Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Knowledge (awareness)

Concepts
# w01_km23:

Discussion on climate change is characterized by conflict and disagreement

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which degree do you think discussion concerning climate change is characterized by conflict and disagreement?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure
Cases

Value

Label

1

To a very great degree

2

To a great degree

3

To some degree

4

To a small degree

5

Not at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km26:

Diversity of opinion on climate change in the media

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, how great is the diversity in opinion on climate change that emerges in the media?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very great diversity

2

Great diversity

3

Some diversity

4

Little diversity

5

No diversity at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_ran4:

Randomiserer dersom U=1

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=2389 /-] [Invalid=2516 /-]

Pre-question

Randomiserer dersom U=1 inn i to grupper og stiller en av følgende spørsmål: KM27 or KM28

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and selects one of the following questions: KM27 or KM28

Concepts

Data

# w01_km27:

Scientists agree on climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which degree do you have the impression that scientists agree on climate change?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Research workers, Research
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# w01_km27:

Scientists agree on climate change
Cases

Value

Label

1

To a very great degree

2

To a great degree

3

To some degree

4

To a small degree

5

Not at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km28_2_1:

Proportion of scientist that agree on climate change

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-999] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, which proportion of climate scientists agree that global warming is a direct consequence of humans using
coal, oil and gas?

Interviewer's instructions

Please pick a number between 0% and 100% below.

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Research, Research workers

Value

Label

0

0%

10

10

20

20

30

30

40

40

50

50

60

60

70

70

80

80

90

90

100

100 %

998

Not asked

999

No response

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km28k:

Comment: Proportion of scientist that agree on climate change [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you have comments to the question, you may enter them here:
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, Research, Research workers

# w01_ran5:

Randomizes if U=1

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=2387 /-] [Invalid=2518 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and selects one of the following questions: KM29 or KM30

Concepts

Data

- 94 -

# w01_km29:

Norway commited through international agreements to cut emissions

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

As you may know, government leaders from all over the world met in November to negotiate a new international agreement
to limit the emissions of greenhouse gases. To which extent do you agree that Norway commits itself in such international
agreements?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, International politics, International agreements
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km30:

Norway commited through international agreements to cut emissions, even if China does not

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

As you may know, government leaders from all over the world met in November to negotiate a new international agreement
to limit the emissions of greenhouse gases. To which extent do you agree that Norway commits itself in such international
agreements, even if it means that Norway does this before other countries such as e.g. China?

Concepts

Climate, Climatic changes, Climatic exposure, International politics, International agreements
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_1:

Authorities have a right to: indefinite detainment

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... A. Keep individuals in custody as long as they want without a judicial process

Concepts

Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility, Detention
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# w01_dt1_1:

Authorities have a right to: indefinite detainment
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_2:

Authorities have a right to: tapping phone calls

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... B. Tap people's phone calls
Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility, Interception of communication

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_3:

Authorities have a right to: randomly stop and search people on the street

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... C. Randomly stop and search people on the street
Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dt1_3:

Authorities have a right to: randomly stop and search people on the street
Cases

Value

Label

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_4:

Authorities have a right to: arrest people without suspision

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... D. Arrest people without specific suspicion
Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_5:

Authorities have a right to: monitor electronic communication

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... E. Monitor electronic communication (beyond telephones)
Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility, Security surveillance systems

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

Cases

- 97 -

Percentage

# w01_dt1_5:

Authorities have a right to: monitor electronic communication
Cases

Value

Label

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_6:

Authorities have a right to: monitor/bug room

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... F. Monitor/bug rooms
Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_7:

Authorities have a right to: cordon off large part of the city

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... G. Cordon off large parts of the city
Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

Cases

- 98 -

Percentage

# w01_dt1_7:

Authorities have a right to: cordon off large part of the city
Cases

Value

Label

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1_8:

Authorities have a right to: patrol the streets with armed military or police

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Now we shall go on to another topic.

Literal question

Imagine that the authorities suspected that a terrorist attack was imminent. To which extent do you agree that the authorities
should be entitled to:
... H. Allow armed police or military personnel to patrol the streets
Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

8

Dont wan't to respond

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt1k:

Comment: Authorities have a right to [anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you have any comments to the question, enter them here:
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Safety and security, Safety and security measures, State security, Terrorism, Protection from terrorism, Government role,
Government, Political accountability, State responsibility

# w01_dt2:

Willing to accept that maintaining the safety of society must be at the cost of civil liberties

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How willing are you to accept that maintaining the safety of society must be at the cost of the freedom of individuals (such as
privacy)?

Concepts

State security, Defence and state security policy, Safety and security measures, Safety and security, Right to privacy, Rights
and privileges, Civil and political rights
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# w01_dt2:

Willing to accept that maintaining the safety of society must be at the cost of civil liberties
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very willing

2

Willing

3

Somewhat willing

4

Not very willing

5

Not willing at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_ran7:

Randomizes independently from U

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4750 /-] [Invalid=155 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes into two groups and selects one of the following questions: DT3 and DT4

Concepts

Data

# w01_dt3_1:

Trust in central government to handle: natural disasters

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that central Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... A. Natural disasters such as landslides, floods and hurricanes
National policy, State security, Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Government, State responsibility, Hazards,
accidents and disasters

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt3_2:

Trust in central government to handle: transportation accident

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that central Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... B. Accidents in connection with aviation, railroads, roads and shipping
National policy, State security, Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Government, State responsibility, Hazards,
accidents and disasters

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

Cases
- 100 -

Percentage

# w01_dt3_2:

Trust in central government to handle: transportation accident
Cases

Value

Label

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt3_3:

Trust in central government to handle: contagious disease

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that central Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... C. Contagion in connection with food, drinking water or epidemics (for example bird flu, swine flu, E.coli)
National policy, State security, Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Government, State responsibility, Hazards,
accidents and disasters

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt3_4:

Trust in central government to handle: failure in critical infratructure

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that central Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... D. Failure in critical infrastructure (such as power supply, electronic communication, telecommunication, oil and fuel
supply)
National policy, State security, Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Government, State responsibility, Hazards,
accidents and disasters

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dt3_4:

Trust in central government to handle: failure in critical infratructure
Cases

Value

Label

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt3_5:

Trust in central government to handle: terrorist attack

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that central Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... E. Terrorist attacks
National policy, State security, Trust, Trust in government, Government role, Government, State responsibility, Hazards,
accidents and disasters

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt4_1:

Trust in local government to handle: natural disaster

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that local Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... F. Natural disasters such as landslides, floods and hurricanes
Trust, Trust in government, Government, Government role, State responsibility, Hazards, accidents and disasters,
Communities

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dt4_1:

Trust in local government to handle: natural disaster

Value

Label

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt4_2:

Trust in local government to handle: transportation accident

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that local Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... G. Accidents in connection with aviation, railroads, roads and shipping
Trust, Trust in government, Government, Government role, State responsibility, Hazards, accidents and disasters,
Communities

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt4_3:

Trust in local government to handle: contagious disease

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that local Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... H. Contagion in connection with food, drinking water or epidemics (for example bird flu, swine flu, E.coli)
Trust, Trust in government, Government, Government role, State responsibility, Hazards, accidents and disasters,
Communities

Concepts

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_dt4_4:

Trust in local government to handle: failure in critical infrastructure

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that local Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... I. Failure in critical infrastructure (such as power supply, electronic communication, telecommunication, oil and fuel
supply)
Trust, Trust in government, Government, Government role, State responsibility, Hazards, accidents and disasters,
Communities

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt4_5:

Trust in local government to handle: terrorist attack

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-8] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you have confidence or mistrust that local Norwegian authorities are capable of handling various forms
of accidents and disasters?
... J. Terrorist attacks
Trust, Trust in government, Government, Government role, State responsibility, Hazards, accidents and disasters,
Communities

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very high confidence

2

High confidence

3

Some confidence

4

Neither confidence nor mistrust

5

Some mistrust

6

High mistrust

7

Very high mistrust

8

Don't know

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt6_1:

People are considerate and helpful

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Would you say that people usually try to be considerate to others and helpful, or that they mainly look out for themselves?
Indicate your opinion using the scale below.
- 104 -

# w01_dt6_1:

People are considerate and helpful

Interviewer's instructions

0 means “Mainly look out for themselves" and 10 means "Are considerate to others and helpful".

Concepts

Interpersonal trust, Interpersonal relations
Cases

Value

Label

0

0 - Mainly look out for themselves

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 - Are considerate to others and helpful

97

No answer

98

Not asked

99

No response

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt7_1:

People are exploitative

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-99] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you believe that most people would try to take advantage of you if they had the chance, or do you think they would try to
be kind? Indicate your opinion below.

Interviewer's instructions

0 means "Would try to take advantage" and 10 means "Would try to be kind".

Concepts

Interpersonal trust, Interpersonal relations
Cases

Value

Label

0

0 - Would try to take advantage

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 - Would try to be kind

97

No answer

98

Not asked

99

No response

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv30_1:

Statement: lower taxes even if it means cuts to welfare

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
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Percentage

# w01_dv30_1:

Statement: lower taxes even if it means cuts to welfare

Pre-question

To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Literal question

Tax rates should be lowered, even if it leads to cutbacks in the welfare state.

Concepts

Local taxation, Fiscal policy, Taxation
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv30_2:

Statement: allow commercialized private schools

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Literal question

Commercial private schools should be permitted.

Concepts

Private ownership, Private sector, Private education, Privatization, Private schools
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv30_3:

Statement: public services cheaper and better if left to private actors

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Literal question

Many public services could be carried out both better and cheaper if they were left to private parties.

Concepts

Private ownership, Private sector, Privatization

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dv30_3:

Statement: public services cheaper and better if left to private actors
Cases

Value

Label

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_1:

Has in the last 12 months: contacted local politician

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... A. Contacted a local politician
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Politicians

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_2:

Has in the last 12 months: contacted national politician

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... B. Contacted a national politician
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Politicians

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_3:

Has in the last 12 months: contacted voluntary organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... C. Contacted a voluntary organization or association
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Voluntary organizations

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_dt8_4:

Has in the last 12 months: contacted a public official at the national level

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... D. Contacted a public official at the national level
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_5:

Has in the last 12 months: contacted a public official at the local level

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... E. Contacted a public official at the local level
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Government

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_6:

Has in the last 12 months: participated in work in a political party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... F. Participated in work in a political party
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Political parties, Political attitudes, Political allegiance, Political
awareness, Political accountability

Concepts

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_7:

Has in the last 12 months: participated in work for protest group

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... G. Participated in work in a political action group, local protest group or similar

Concepts

Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Protest movements
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# w01_dt8_7:

Has in the last 12 months: participated in work for protest group

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_8:

Has in the last 12 months: participated in work for voluntary organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... H. Participated in work in a voluntary organization or association
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Voluntary organizations, Voluntary work

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_9:

Has in the last 12 months: worn or posted champaign sticker or emblem

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... I. Worn or posted a campaign sticker or emblem
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_10:

Has in the last 12 months: signed a petition

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... J. Signed an appeal, a petition, action list or similar
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Political campaigns

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_11:
Information

Has in the last 12 months: participated in public protest
[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]
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Percentage

# w01_dt8_11:

Has in the last 12 months: participated in public protest

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... K. Participated in a public demonstration
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Demonstrations (protests)

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_dt8_12:

Has in the last 12 months: boycotted certain products

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... L. Boycotted specific products
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Social protest

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_13:

Has in the last 12 months: consciously puchased specific products for political reasons

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... M. Consciously purchased specific products for political, moral or environmental reasons
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Consumer action, Consumption

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_14:

Has in the last 12 months: provided financial support

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... N. Provided financial support
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Financial support

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_15:

Has in the last 12 months: collected money

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... O. Collected money

Concepts

Political change, Public political influence, Political interest
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# w01_dt8_15:

Has in the last 12 months: collected money

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_16:

Has in the last 12 months: contacted or appeared in media

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... P. Contacted or appeared in the media
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Mass media use

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_17:

Has in the last 12 months: contacted lawyer

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... Q. Contacted a lawyer or legal advisor
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Lawyers

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_18:

Has in the last 12 months: participated in public meeting

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... R. Participated in a public meeting
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Meetings

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt8_19:
Information

Has in the last 12 months: participated in political meeting
[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]
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Percentage

# w01_dt8_19:

Has in the last 12 months: participated in political meeting

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In the course of the last 12 months, have you as an individual done any of the following to try to influence a political
decision?
... S. Participated at a political meeting or event
Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Political participation

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt9_1:

Has in the last 12 months: in community: participated in public meeting

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Have you in the past 12 months participated in any of the following activities to improve conditions in your own
neighbourhood or community?
... T. Participated in or taken the initiative to a public meeting to discuss issues related to conditions in the community

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Meetings

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt9_2:

Has in the last 12 months: in community: participated in voluntary work

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Have you in the past 12 months participated in any of the following activities to improve conditions in your own
neighbourhood or community?
... U. Participated in or taken the initiative for voluntary work to fix or improve something in the community

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Political change, Public political influence, Political interest

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt9_3:

Has in the last 12 months: in community: been involved in association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Have you in the past 12 months participated in any of the following activities to improve conditions in your own
neighbourhood or community?
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# w01_dt9_3:

Has in the last 12 months: in community: been involved in association
... V. Become involved in a residents' association, neighbourhood association or similar organizations in the community

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Political change, Public political influence, Political interest, Clubs

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_1:

Membership: Sports or outdoor organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... A. Sports or outdoor organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_2:

Membership: Humanitarian aid organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... B. Humanitarian aid organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_3:

Membership: Religious or other belief organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... C. Religious or other belief organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.
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# w01_dt10_3:

Membership: Religious or other belief organization
Organizations

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_4:

Membership: Political party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... D. Political party

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_5:

Membership: Temperance organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... E. Temperance organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_6:

Membership: Language organization or similar

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... F. Language organization or similar

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations
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# w01_dt10_6:

Membership: Language organization or similar

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_7:

Membership: Environmental protection/animal welfare organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... G. Environmental protection/animal welfare organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_8:

Membership: Residents' association/neighbourhood association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... H. Residents' association/neighbourhood association/community association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_9:

Membership: Housing cooperative

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... I. Housing cooperative

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dt10_9:

Membership: Housing cooperative

Value

Label

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_10:

Membership: House owner association and land owner association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... J. House owner association and land owner association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_11:

Membership: Cultural association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... K. Cultural association (music, dance, theatre, hobby, etc.)

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_12:

Membership: Lodge

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... L. Lodge

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dt10_12:

Membership: Lodge

Value

Label

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_13:

Membership: Consumer organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... M. Consumer organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_14:

Membership: Car association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
N. Car association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_15:

Membership: Patient association or interest organization for the disabled

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... O. Patient association or interest organization for the disabled

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_dt10_16:

Membership: Pensioner association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... P. Pensioner association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_17:

Membership: Parents' association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... Q. Parents' association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_18:

Membership: Immigrant association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... R. Immigrant association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_19:

Membership: Employee organization/trade union

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
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# w01_dt10_19:

Membership: Employee organization/trade union
... S. Employee organization/trade union

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_20:

Membership: Business and employer organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... T. Business and employer organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_21:

Membership: Agricultural or fisheries organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... U. Agricultural or fisheries organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt10_22:

Membership: Other

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Below we have listed some types of organizations. Could you place a checkmark if you are a member of any of these?
... V. Other organizations/associations

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.
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# w01_dt10_22:

Membership: Other
Organizations

Concepts
Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_1:

Position of trust: Sports or outdoor organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... A. Sports or outdoor organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_2:

Position of trust: Humanitarian aid organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... B. Humanitarian aid organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_3:

Position of trust: Religious or other belief organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... C. Religious or other belief organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations
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Percentage

# w01_dt11_3:

Position of trust: Religious or other belief organization

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_4:

Position of trust: Political party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... D. Political party

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_5:

Position of trust: Temperance organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... E. Temperance organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_6:

Position of trust: Language organization or similar

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... F. Language organization or similar

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dt11_6:

Position of trust: Language organization or similar

Value

Label

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_7:

Position of trust: Environmental protection/animal welfare organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... G. Environmental protection/animal welfare organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_8:

Position of trust: Residents' association/neighbourhood association/community association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... H. Residents' association/neighbourhood association/community association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_9:

Position of trust: Housing cooperative

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... I. Housing cooperative

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dt11_9:

Position of trust: Housing cooperative

Value

Label

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_10:

Position of trust: House owner association and land owner association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... J. House owner association and land owner association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_11:

Position of trust: Cultural association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... K. Cultural association (music, dance, theatre, hobby, etc.)

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_12:

Position of trust: Lodge

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... L. Lodge

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_dt11_13:

Position of trust: Consumer organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... M. Consumer organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_14:

Position of trust: Car association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... N. Car association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_15:

Position of trust: Patient association or interest organization for the disabled

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... O. Patient association or interest organization for the disabled

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_16:

Position of trust: Pensioner association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
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Percentage

# w01_dt11_16:

Position of trust: Pensioner association
... P. Pensioner association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_17:

Position of trust: Parents' association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... Q. Parents' association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_dt11_18:

Position of trust: Immigrant association

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... R. Immigrant association

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_19:

Position of trust: Employee organization/trade union

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... S. Employee organization/trade union

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_20:

Position of trust: Business and employer organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... T. Business and employer organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_21:

Position of trust: Agricultural or fisheries organization

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
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Percentage

# w01_dt11_21:

Position of trust: Agricultural or fisheries organization
... U. Agricultural or fisheries organization

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt11_22:

Position of trust: Other

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Do you have a position of trust in any of these organizations?
... V. Other organizations/associations

Interviewer's instructions

Check if yes.

Concepts

Elected officials, Organizations

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt12:

Would attempt to influence political process regarding controversial measure

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Let's assume that the Storting is discussing a new measure that you consider to be completely unreasonable. How likely is it
that you would attempt to do something to affect the outcome?

Concepts

Political persuasion, Democracy, Political participation, Public political influence, Political interest
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very likely

2

Likely

3

Somewhat likely

4

Not very likely

5

Not likely at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt13:

Means to influence political process

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-9] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you wanted to affect the outcome of an issue, what would be your favoured procedure?

Concepts

Political persuasion, Democracy, Political interest, Political change, Political participation
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Percentage

# w01_dt13:

Means to influence political process
Cases

Value

Label

1

Would write a letter to the newspaper

2

Would work to get media coverage elsewhere

3

Would discuss the matter with the party or other organization I am a
member of

4

Would contact a politician

5

Would contact an employee of the ministry concerned

6

Would organize a petition

7

Would organize a demonstration

8

Not sure

9

Other ways

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km34:

Norway morally obligated to reduce emissions

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Rich countries like Norway have a moral obligation
to show international leadership by reducing their greenhouse gas emissions.”

Concepts

Obligations, Moral behaviour, Moral values, Climate, Climatic changes
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_grup:

Randomizes if U=2

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=2344 /-] [Invalid=2561 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=2 into two groups and selects pairwise the following questions: DV1 - DV14

Concepts

Data

# w01_dv1:

Benefit for Norway that people from other countries settles down here

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How great an advantage or disadvantage would you say it is for Norway that people from other countries come to live here?

Value

Label

1

Very great advantage

2

Great advantage

3

A certain advantage

Cases

- 129 -

Percentage

# w01_dv1:

Benefit for Norway that people from other countries settles down here
Cases

Value

Label

4

Neither an advantage nor disadvantage

5

A certain disadvantage

6

A great disadvantage

7

A very great disadvantage

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv2:

Benefit for Norway that immigrants settles down here

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How great an advantage or disadvantage would you say it is for Norway that immigrants come to live here?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very great advantage

2

Great advantage

3

A certain advantage

4

Neither an advantage nor disadvantage

5

A certain disadvantage

6

A great disadvantage

7

A very great disadvantage

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv3:

Policies aimed at people from other countries that settle down personally important

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How important are policies aimed at people from other countries who come to live in Norway to you personally?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very important

2

Important

3

Somewhat important

4

Not very important

5

Not important at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv4:

Immigration policy imporant personally

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How important is immigration policy to you personally?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy
- 130 -

Percentage

# w01_dv4:

Immigration policy imporant personally
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very important

2

Important

3

Somewhat important

4

Not very important

5

Not important at all

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv5:

Party with best policy regarding settlement of foreigners

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-11] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which political party do you believe has the best policy aimed at people who come from other countries to live in Norway?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy, Party politics, Politics, Political party policies, Political parties
Cases

Value

Label

1

The Labour Party

2

The Progress Party

3

The Conservative Party

4

The Socialist Left Party

5

The Centre Party

6

The Christian Democratic Party

7

The Liberal Party

8

Red

9

The Green Party

10

Others (Note)

11

None

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv5_10_other:

Other: Party with best policy regarding settlement of foreigners

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which political party do you believe has the best policy aimed at people who come from other countries to live in Norway?

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy, Politics, Party politics, Political party policies, Political parties

# w01_dv6:

Party with the best immigration policy

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-11] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, which political party has the best immigration policy?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy, Party politics, Politics, Political party policies, Political parties

Value

Label

1

The Labour Party

Cases

- 131 -

Percentage

# w01_dv6:

Party with the best immigration policy
Cases

Value

Label

2

The Progress Party

3

The Conservative Party

4

The Socialist Left Party

5

The Centre Party

6

The Christian Democratic Party

7

The Liberal Party

8

Red

9

The Green Party

10

Others (Note)

11

None

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv6_10_other:

Other: Party with best immigration policy

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, which political party has the best immigration policy?

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy, Party politics, Politics, Political party policies, Political parties

# w01_dv7:

Share of foreigners in community

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you consider people in your community or school district, around how many have come from a different country to live
there or have at least one parent who has come from another country?

Concepts

Immigrants, Communities, Neighbours
Cases

Value

Label

1

All, or nearly all

2

Many (more than half)

3

Around half

4

Some (fewer than half)

5

None, or nearly none

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv8:

Share of immigrants in community

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you consider people in your community or school district, around how many have immigrated or have at least one parent
who has immigrated?

Concepts

Immigrants, Communities, Neighbours

Value

Label

1

All, or nearly all

Cases

- 132 -

Percentage

# w01_dv8:

Share of immigrants in community
Cases

Value

Label

2

Many (more than half)

3

Around half

4

Some (fewer than half)

5

None, or nearly none

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv9:

Encounters with foreigners in daily life

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Imagine people you randomly encounter in your daily life, for example on the bus, at the shop or in your neighbourhood.
How often would you say that you encounter people who have come from other countries to live here?

Concepts

Immigrants
Cases

Value

Label

1

Every day

2

Weekly

3

A few times a month

4

More seldom, but it has occurred

5

Never

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv10:

Encounters with immigrants in daily life

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Imagine people you randomly encounter in your daily life, for example on the bus, at the shop or in your neighbourhood.
How often would you say you encounter immigrants?

Concepts

Immigrants
Cases

Value

Label

1

Every day

2

Weekly

3

A few times a month

4

More seldom, but it has occurred

5

Never

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv11:

Experience of meeting foreigners

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How good or bad an experience have these short, random encounters been?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy

- 133 -

Percentage

# w01_dv11:

Experience of meeting foreigners
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv12:

Experience of meeting immigrants

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How good or bad an experience have these short, random encounters been?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv13:

Share of friends that are foreigners

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How many of your close friends have come from another country to live in Norway or have parents (mother, father or both
parents) who have come from another country to live in Norway?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy, Friends
Cases

Value

Label

1

All, or nearly all

2

Many (more than half)

3

Around half

4

Some (fewer than half)

5

None, or nearly none

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv14:
Information

Share of friends that are immigrants
[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]
- 134 -

Percentage

# w01_dv14:

Share of friends that are immigrants

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How many of your close friends have immigrated to Norway or have parents (mother, father or both parents) who have
immigrated to Norway?

Concepts

Immigrants, Immigration policy, Friends
Cases

Value

Label

1

All, or nearly all

2

Many (more than half)

3

Around half

4

Some (fewer than half)

5

None, or nearly none

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_grup2:

Randomizes independently from U

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-6] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4709 /-] [Invalid=196 /-]

Pre-question

Randomizes if U=2 into six groups and selects one the following questions: DV15- DV20

Literal question

Randomizes if U=2 into six groups and selects one the following questions: DV15- DV20

Concepts

Data

# w01_dv15:

Claim: Immigrans has to apply for more jobs than Norwegians, according to 1800 job applications

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Research based on 1,800 job applications concludes that Norwegians with immigrant backgrounds must apply for far more
jobs than others in order to be called for an interview. To which extent do you agree that this is the case in Norway just now?

Concepts

Discrimination, Nationality discrimination, Interviewing for job, Application for employment
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv16:

Claim: Immigrans has to apply for more jobs than Norwegians, according to 42 interviews

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Research based on 42 interviews with employers concludes that Norwegians with immigrant backgrounds must apply for far
more jobs than others in order to be called for an interview. To which extent do you agree that this is the case in Norway just
now?

Concepts

Discrimination, Nationality discrimination, Interviewing for job, Application for employment

- 135 -

# w01_dv16:

Claim: Immigrans has to apply for more jobs than Norwegians, according to 42 interviews
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv17:

Claim: Immigrans has to apply for more jobs than Norwegians, according to research

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Research concludes that Norwegians with immigrant backgrounds must apply for far more jobs than others in order to be
called for an interview. To which extent do you agree that this is the case in Norway just now?

Concepts

Discrimination, Nationality discrimination, Interviewing for job, Application for employment, Research
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv18:

Claim: Immigrans has to apply for more jobs than Norwegians, according to a governmental ministry

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A governmental ministry concludes that Norwegians with immigrant backgrounds must apply for far more jobs than others in
order to be called for an interview. To which extent do you agree that this is the case in Norway just now?

Concepts

Discrimination, Nationality discrimination, Interviewing for job, Application for employment

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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Percentage

# w01_dv19:

Claim: Immigrans has to apply for more jobs than Norwegians, according to The Norwegian Centre
against Racism
Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

The Norwegian Centre against Racism concludes that Norwegians with immigrant backgrounds must apply for far more jobs
than others in order to be called for an interview. To which extent do you agree that this is the case in Norway just now?

Concepts

Discrimination, Nationality discrimination, Interviewing for job, Application for employment
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv20:

Claim: Immigrans has to apply for more jobs than Norwegians, according to public debate

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Social debate participants conclude that Norwegians with immigrant backgrounds must apply for far more jobs than others in
order to be called for an interview. To which extent do you agree that this is the case in Norway just now?

Concepts

Discrimination, Nationality discrimination, Interviewing for job, Application for employment
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_grup3:

Randomizes if U=2

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-4] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=2338 /-] [Invalid=2567 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=2 into four groups and selects one the following questions: DV21-25

Concepts

Data

# w01_dv21:

Allow Muslim schools

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

- 137 -

Percentage

# w01_dv21:

Allow Muslim schools

Literal question

Some Muslims in Norway wish to send their children to Islamic schools that follow the Norwegian curriculum but
additionally teach Islam. To which extent do you agree or disagree that Muslims in Norway should be permitted to send their
children to Islamic schools?

Concepts

Islam, Religion, Religious practice, General education, Religious education, Education
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv22:

Allow Muslim schools, even though it may disrupt integration, according to public debate

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Some Muslims in Norway wish to send their children to Islamic schools that follow the Norwegian curriculum but
additionally teach Islam. Some participants in the social debate have argued against such schools because they believe they
obstruct integration. To which extent do you agree or disagree that Muslims in Norway should be permitted to send their
children to Islamic schools?

Concepts

Islam, Religion, Religious practice, General education, Religious education, Education
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv23:

Allow Muslim schools, even though it may disrupt integration, according to Progress Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Some Muslims in Norway wish to send their children to Islamic schools that follow the Norwegian curriculum but
additionally teach Islam. Certain Progress Party politicians have argued against such schools because they believe they
obstruct integration. To which extent do you agree or disagree that Muslims in Norway should be permitted to send their
children to Islamic schools?

Concepts

Islam, Religion, Religious practice, General education, Religious education, Education

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

Cases

- 138 -

Percentage

# w01_dv23:

Allow Muslim schools, even though it may disrupt integration, according to Progress Party
Cases

Value

Label

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv24:

Allow Muslim schools, even though it may disrupt integration, according to Labour Party

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Some Muslims in Norway wish to send their children to Islamic schools that follow the Norwegian curriculum but
additionally teach Islam. Certain Labour Party politicians have argued against such schools because they believe they
obstruct integration. To which extent do you agree or disagree that Muslims in Norway should be permitted to send their
children to Islamic schools?

Concepts

Islam, Religion, Religious practice, General education, Religious education, Education
Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_grup4:

Randomizes if U=2

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-4] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=2335 /-] [Invalid=2570 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=2 into four groups and selects one the following questions: DV25-28

Concepts

Data

# w01_dv25:

Claim: Muslim culture should be respected

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
... A. Muslims in Norway are entitled to respect for their traditions and culture.
Religion, Religious practice, Culture, Cultural identity, Islam

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

Cases

- 139 -

Percentage

# w01_dv25:

Claim: Muslim culture should be respected
Cases

Value

Label

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv26:

Claim: Muslim culture should be protected

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
... B. Muslims in Norway are entitled to protection of their traditions and culture.
Religion, Religious practice, Culture, Cultural identity, Islam

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv27:

Claim: Immigrant culture should be respected

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
... C. Immigrants in Norway are entitled to respect for their traditions and culture.
Culture, Cultural identity, Immigrants

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv28:

Claim: Immigrant culture should be protected

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
- 140 -

Percentage

# w01_dv28:

Claim: Immigrant culture should be protected
To which extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:

Literal question

... D. Immigrants in Norway are entitled to protection of their traditions and culture.
Culture, Cultural identity, Immigrants

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv29_1:

Statement: Refugees should be entitled to social services

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... A. Refugees should have the same right to social services as Norwegians, even if they are not Norwegian citizens.
Refugees, Immigration policy, Social welfare, Social systems, Social services

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv29_2:

Statement: Begging should be banned

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... B. Begging should be banned in Norway.
Beggars

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

Cases

- 141 -

Percentage

# w01_dv29_2:

Statement: Begging should be banned
Cases

Value

Label

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv29_3:

Statement: Norway will lose it's identity if more Muslims come to live here

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... C. Norway will lose its identity if more Muslims come to live here.
Islam, Identity, National identity

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv29_4:

Statement: Norwegian muslims more loyal to other muslims

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... D. Norwegian Muslims are more loyal to other Muslims in the world than to the people of this country.
Islam

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv29_5:
Information

Statement: Better for a country if most people share the same traditions and customs
[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]
- 142 -

# w01_dv29_5:

Statement: Better for a country if most people share the same traditions and customs

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Consider the statements below. To which extent do you agree or disagree with them?
... E. It is better for a country if nearly everyone shares the same traditions and customs.
Customs and traditions

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Strongly agree

2

Agree

3

Agree somewhat

4

Neither agree nor disagree

5

Disagree somewhat

6

Disagree

7

Strongly disagree

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv33:

Foreigners are better off compared to people like me

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, how much better or worse off are the majority of people who have come to live in Norway compared to
people like you?

Concepts

Immigrants, Standard of living
Cases

Value

Label

1

Much better

2

Better

3

Somewhat better

4

Neither better nor worse

5

Somewhat worse

6

Worse

7

Much worse

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv34:

Immigrans are better off compared to people like me

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

In your opinion, how much better or worse off are the majority of people who have immigrated to Norway compared to
people like you?

Concepts

Immigrants, Standard of living

Value

Label

1

Much better

2

Better

3

Somewhat better

4

Neither better nor worse

5

Somewhat worse

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dv34:

Immigrans are better off compared to people like me

Value

Label

6

Worse

7

Much worse

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_grup5:

Randomizes independently from U

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4693 /-] [Invalid=212 /-]

Literal question

Randomizes if U=2 into two groups and selects one of the following questions: DV35 or DV38

Concepts

Data

- 144 -

# w01_dv35_1:

Fitting description: Important not to not have prejudices towards immigrants

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How well or poor would you say that the following description fits you:
... A. It is important to me personally to be unprejudiced towards immigrants.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv35_2:

Fitting description: Don't want to appear racist

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How well or poor would you say that the following description fits you:
... B. I would not like to be perceived as racist, not even unto myself.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv35_3:

Fitting description: Feel guilty about negative feeling towards immigrants

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How well or poor would you say that the following description fits you:
... C. I feel guilty if I have negative feelings towards immigrants.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dv35_3:

Fitting description: Feel guilty about negative feeling towards immigrants
Cases

Value

Label

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv35_4:

Fitting description: Trying not to not have prejudices towards immigrants

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How well or poor would you say that the following description fits you:
... D. I try to be unprejudiced towards immigrants due to my own conviction.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv36_recode:

Directly affected by July 22nd

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

As you know, Anders Behring Breivik perpetrated the worst terrorist attack on Norwegian soil in peacetime on Friday 22
July 2011. 77 people lost their lives A lot of people in Norway were directly affected either because they were closely related
to or knew some of the victims, or they were close to the events in other ways. What about you, were you directly affected?

Concepts

Terrorism
Cases

Value

Label

1

Yes, I personally, a family member, close friend, or an acquaintance
was in danger during the attacks, or a family member, close friend
or an acquaintance was killed in the attacks

2

No, I wasn't affected in this respect

3

Other

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv36_5_other:

Other: Directly affected by July 22nd [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Other:
- 146 -

Percentage

# w01_dv36_5_other:

Other: Directly affected by July 22nd [anonymised]
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]
Terrorism

Concepts
# w01_dv37_1:

Reaction: Remember where I was when the news came

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... A. I remember where I was when I got the news
Terrorism

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_2:

Reaction: Remember who I was with when the news came

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... B. I remember who I was with when I got the news
Terrorism

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_3:

Reaction: Paid close attention to the news

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?

- 147 -

# w01_dv37_3:

Reaction: Paid close attention to the news
... C. I followed the news with extra interest in the time following the events
Terrorism

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_4:

Reaction: Was saddend

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... D. I was sad
Terrorism

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_5:

Reaction: Got angry

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... E. I was angry
Terrorism

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_dv37_5:

Reaction: Got angry

Value

Label

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_6:

Reaction: Discussed events with friends and relatives

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... F. I discussed 22. July with friends and acquaintances
Terrorism

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_8:

Reaction: Became more interested in politics

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... G. I became more interested in politics
Terrorism

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_10:
Information

Reaction: The attacks made no impression
[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]
- 149 -

Percentage

# w01_dv37_10:

Reaction: The attacks made no impression

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... H. The attacks didn't affect me much
Terrorism

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very good

2

Good

3

Somewhat good

4

Neither good nor bad

5

Somewhat bad

6

Bad

7

Very bad

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv37_annet_1:

Other: Reaction [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

A lot of people reacted strongly in the time after the terrorist attacks. How well or poorly do these descriptions describe your
reaction, as you remember it?
... I. Other:
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]
Terrorism

Concepts
# w01_dv371:

Participated in remembrance services in the period following the attacks

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Did you participate in the remembrance services in the period following the attacks?

Concepts

Terrorism

Value

Label

1

Yes

2

No

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv372:

Joined political party or association in the period following the attacks

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Did you become a member of a political party or an association in the period after the terrorist attacks?

Concepts

Terrorism, Political participation

Value

Label

1

Yes, and if so which:

2

No

Cases

- 150 -

Percentage

# w01_dv372:

Joined political party or association in the period following the attacks
Cases

Value

Label

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv372_1_other:

Text: Joined political party or association in the period following the attacks

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Did you become a member of a political party or an association in the period after the terrorist attacks?

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

Terrorism, Political participation

# w01_dv39_recode:

Think, read or talk about July 22nd

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

More than two years have passed since the attacks. As for you personally, how often would you say that you think, read or
talk about things that have to do with 22 July nowadays?

Concepts

Terrorism
Cases

Value

Label

1

Weekly or more often

2

A few times a month

3

Seldom or never

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv38_1:

Fitting description: Important not to not have prejudices towards immigrants

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How well or poorly would you say that the following description fits you:
... A. It is important to me personally to be unprejudiced towards immigrants.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very well

2

Well

3

Somewhat well

4

Neither well nor poorly

5

Somewhat poorly

6

Poorly

7

Very poorly

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv38_2:

Fitting description: Don't want to appear racist

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
- 151 -

Percentage

# w01_dv38_2:

Fitting description: Don't want to appear racist
How well or poorly would you say that the following description fits you:

Literal question

... B. I would not like to be perceived as racist, not even unto myself.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very well

2

Well

3

Somewhat well

4

Neither well nor poorly

5

Somewhat poorly

6

Poorly

7

Very poorly

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv38_3:

Fitting description: Feel guilty about negative feeling towards immigrants

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How well or poorly would you say that the following description fits you:
... C. I feel guilty if I have negative feelings towards immigrants.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very well

2

Well

3

Somewhat well

4

Neither well nor poorly

5

Somewhat poorly

6

Poorly

7

Very poorly

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dv38_4:

Fitting description: Trying not to not have prejudices towards immigrants

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-7] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How well or poorly would you say that the following description fits you:
... D. I try to be unprejudiced towards immigrants due to my own conviction.
Prejudice, Racism, Values

Concepts
Value

Label

1

Very well

2

Well

3

Somewhat well

4

Neither well nor poorly

Cases

- 152 -

Percentage

# w01_dv38_4:

Fitting description: Trying not to not have prejudices towards immigrants
Cases

Value

Label

5

Somewhat poorly

6

Poorly

7

Very poorly

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k17_1:

Usage of media channels for news: TV

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How often do you use these media channels to stay up to date on news?
... A. TV
News, Mass media use, Television

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Several times a day

2

Every day

3

Several times a week

4

Less frequently

5

Never

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k17_2:

Usage of media channels for news: Radio

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How often do you use these media channels to stay up to date on news?
... B. Radio
News, Mass media use, Radio

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Several times a day

2

Every day

3

Several times a week

4

Less frequently

5

Never

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k17_3:

Usage of media channels for news: Newspaper

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How often do you use these media channels to stay up to date on news?
... C. Printed newspapers

Concepts

News, Mass media use, Newspaper press, Newspaper readership

- 153 -

Percentage

# w01_k17_3:

Usage of media channels for news: Newspaper
Cases

Value

Label

1

Several times a day

2

Every day

3

Several times a week

4

Less frequently

5

Never

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k17_4:

Usage of media channels for news: Online newspaper

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How often do you use these media channels to stay up to date on news?
... D. Online newspapers
News, Mass media use, Newspaper press, Internet

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Several times a day

2

Every day

3

Several times a week

4

Less frequently

5

Never

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k17_5:

Usage of media channels for news: Facebook

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How often do you use these media channels to stay up to date on news?
... E. Facebook
News, Mass media use, Internet, Internet use

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Several times a day

2

Every day

3

Several times a week

4

Less frequently

5

Never

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k17_6:

Usage of media channels for news: Twitter

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How often do you use these media channels to stay up to date on news?
... F. Twitter

Concepts

News, Mass media use, Internet, Internet use
- 154 -

Percentage

# w01_k17_6:

Usage of media channels for news: Twitter
Cases

Value

Label

1

Several times a day

2

Every day

3

Several times a week

4

Less frequently

5

Never

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k17_7:

Usage of media channels for news: Other websites

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How often do you use these media channels to stay up to date on news?
... G. Other websites
News, Mass media use, Internet, Internet use

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Several times a day

2

Every day

3

Several times a week

4

Less frequently

5

Never

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_1:

Interested in media content: International news

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... A. International news
Mass media use, News, News items

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_2:

Interested in media content: Domestic news

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... B. Domestic news

Concepts

Mass media use, News, News items
- 155 -

Percentage

# w01_k18_2:

Interested in media content: Domestic news
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_3:

Interested in media content: Local news

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... C. Local news
Mass media use, News, News items

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_4:

Interested in media content: Health/ consumer/ lifestyle

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... D. Health/ consumer/ lifestyle
Mass media use, News, News items

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_5:

Interested in media content: Debate

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... E. Debate

Concepts

Mass media use, News, News items
- 156 -

Percentage

# w01_k18_5:

Interested in media content: Debate
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_6:

Interested in media content: Culture and feature

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... F. Culture and feature
Mass media use, News, News items

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_7:

Interested in media content: Entertainment and celebrity news

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... G. Entertainment and celebrity news
Mass media use, News, News items

Concepts

Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k18_8:

Interested in media content: Sports

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

How interested are you in the following types of media content?
... H. Sports

Concepts

Mass media use, News, News items
- 157 -

Percentage

# w01_k18_8:

Interested in media content: Sports
Cases

Value

Label

1

Very interested

2

Interested

3

Somewhat interested

4

Not very interested

5

Not interested at all

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_1:

Profile on social network: Facebook

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... A. Facebook

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_2:

Profile on social network: Twitter

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... B. Twitter

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_3:

Profile on social network: Instagram

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... C. Instagram

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use
- 158 -

Percentage

# w01_k19_3:

Profile on social network: Instagram

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_4:

Profile on social network: Youtube

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... D. YouTube

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_5:

Profile on social network: Flickr

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... E. Flickr

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_6:

Profile on social network: LinkedIn

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... F. LinkedIn

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_k19_6:

Profile on social network: LinkedIn

Value

Label

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_7:

Profile on social network: Myspace

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... G. Myspace

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_8:

Profile on social network: Origo

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... H. Origo

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_9:

Profile on social network: Biip

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... I. Biip

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_k19_9:

Profile on social network: Biip

Value

Label

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_10:

Profile on social network: Other

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... J. Other

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k19_11:

Profile on social network: None

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-1] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which social network sites do you have a profile on?
... K. None

Interviewer's instructions

Flere kryss mulig.

Concepts

Internet, Internet use

Value

Label

0

Not selected

1

Selected

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k20:

Description of employment

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-9] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which of the descriptions fits best with what you have done for the past 7 days?

Interviewer's instructions

Check one option.

Concepts

Data

Value

Label

1

In paid work (or temporarily absent)

2

In education (not paid for by employer)

3

Unemployed and actively seeking work

4

Unemployed, want a job but not actively seeking work

5

Permanently ill or disabled

6

Retired

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_k20:

Description of employment

Value

Label

7

In civilian national service or military service

8

Staying at home, looking after children or other persons

9

Other

97

No answer

Cases

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

- 162 -

Percentage

# w01_k21:

Type of business

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-6] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which type of business do you work in?

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

State, county or municipal administration

2

Public sector (e.g. school and health services)

3

Publicly owned enterprise

4

Private business

5

Self-employed

6

Other:

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k21_6_other:

Other: Type of business

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which type of business do you work in?

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k23:

Text: Description of profession [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

What kind of work do you primarily do in your main profession?
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k23a:

Text: Name or title of profession [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

What is the name or title of your main profession?
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k23b:

Responsible for supervising employees

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Are you responsible for supervising the work of other employees in your main work?

Concepts

Data

Value

Label

1

No

2

Yes, I supervise 10 or more employees

3

Yes, I supervise 10 or less employees

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_k23b:

Responsible for supervising employees

Value

Label

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k24:

Work in gas or oil manufacturing

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Is your workplace in the oil and gas sector, or closely related to it?

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

Yes, I work in the oil and gas sector

2

Yes, my work is closely related to the oil and gas sector

3

No

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k25_1:

Gross annual income

Information

[Type= continuous] [Format=numeric] [Range= 0-8500000] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Pre-question

What is your current income?

Literal question

Gross annual income is:

Concepts

Data

Value

Label

97

No answer

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k26:

Highest completed education

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-15] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

What is your highest completed education?

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

No completed education

2

Primary school (first part of compulsory education)

3

Elementary school (primary, 7 year elementary school, continuation
school, secondary school)

4

College certificate

5

Completed upper secondary education, general studies/preparatory
education programme, one-year post admission

6

Completed upper secondary eduction, vocational subjects/education
programmes (qualifying examination, apprenticeship examination)

7

Pre-university/college course that does not give credits

8

Diploma from addition to upper secondary education (vocational,
technical college)

9

University/university college, less than three years, but at least 2
years (university college graduate 2 and 2½ year)
- 164 -

Percentage

# w01_k26:

Highest completed education
Cases

Value

Label

10

Completed 3-4 year education from university college (Bachelor,
teacher's college, nursing college, pre-school teacher, engineer,
business economist, etc.)

11

Completed 3-4 year education from University (Bachelor)

12

Completed 5-6 year education from university college (Master)

13

Completed 5-6 year education from university (master, graduate),
further professional education (theologist, psychologist, physician,
veterinarian, engineer, architect, senior business economist)

14

Research level (Ph.D.)

15

None of these

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k27:

Marital status

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-9] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Marital status. Are/have you:

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

Never been married

2

Married

3

Legally registered partner

4

Cohabitant

5

Divorces/separated

6

Former cohabitant

7

Former legally registered partner

8

Widow/widower

9

Other

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k27_9_other:

Other: Marital status

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Marital status. Are/have you:

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k28:

Citizenship

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Citizenship. Are you:

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

Norwegian citizen

2

Citizen of a different country. Please indicate which country
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Percentage

# w01_k28:

Citizenship
Cases

Value

Label

97

No answer

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k28_2_other:

Text: Citizenship in other country

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Please indicate which country

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k29:

Parents immigrated to Norway

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-5] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Have you or your parents (mother, father or both) immigrated to Norway?

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

No

2

I have immigrated to Norway myself

3

Both of my parents immigrated to Norway, but I am born in Norway

4

Mother immigrated to Norway, but I and my father have not
immigrated

5

Father immigrated to Norway, but I and my mother have not
immigrated

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_k30_1:

Text: Home country before immigration [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which country did you live in before immigrating?
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k30_2_1:

Text: Parents home country, mother [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Which country did you parents live in (mother, father or both) before they immigrated?

Literal question

Mother:
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k30_2_2:

Text: Parents home country, father [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Which country did you parents live in (mother, father or both) before they immigrated?

Literal question

Father:
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Percentage

# w01_k30_2_2:

Text: Parents home country, father [anonymised]
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]
Data

Concepts
# w01_k30_3_1:

Text: Mothers last home country [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which country did your mother live in before she immigrated?
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Data

# w01_k30_4_1:

Text: Fathers last home country [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

Which country did your father live in before he immigrated?
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Data

# w01_ran6:

Randomizes if U=1

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-2] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=2349 /-] [Invalid=2556 /-]

Pre-question

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and selects one of the following questions: DT14 or DT15

Literal question

Randomizes if U=1 into two groups and selects one of the following questions: DT14 or DT15

Concepts

Data

# w01_dt14:

Who should get 5000 kr, the participants have no say

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

One of the researchers linked to the Citizen Panel has NOK 5,000 at his disposal. These funds will either be drawn as a travel
gift card to one of the Citizen Panel's participants, or they will be donated to the charitable organization Doctors Without
Borders. The participants have no say on this decision, but it is nevertheless interesting to know your preference in how this
money should be used. What do you prefer?

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

A NOK 5,000 gift card drawn as a prize for one of the Citizen
Panel's participants

2

A donation of NOK 5,000 given to the charitable organization
Doctors Without Borders

3

No opinion

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_dt15:

Who should get 5000 kr, you as a participant have a say

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Range= 1-3] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

One of the researchers linked to the Citizen Panel has NOK 5,000 at his disposal. These funds will either be drawn as a
gift card to one of the Citizen Panel's participants, or they will be donated to the charitable organization Doctors Without
Borders. You as a participant have a say in this decision, and it is therefore interesting to know your preference in how this
money should be used. What do you prefer?

Concepts

Data
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# w01_dt15:

Who should get 5000 kr, you as a participant have a say
Cases

Value

Label

1

A NOK 5,000 gift card drawn as a prize for one of the Citizen
Panel's participants

2

A donation of NOK 5,000 given to the charitable organization
Doctors Without Borders

3

No opinion

97

No answer

98

Not asked

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_km31:

Text: Thoughts on climate change [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Pre-question

Finally, a question on the climate.

Literal question

What do you think when you hear the words “climate change”? Please note the first thing that springs to mind. We appreciate
all kinds of answers.
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Interviewer's instructions

[Text data for this particular question has been anonymized. The data can be made available to researchers through
application to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)]

Concepts

Data

# w01_comment:

Text: Comments or suggestions for the survey [anonymised]

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=character] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=0 /-]

Literal question

If you have any comments or suggestions for the survey and the Citizen Panel, please write them here.
[anonymised: Data withheld for the sake of anonymity]

Concepts

Data

# w01_P1:

Gender

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Gender

Concepts

Data

Value

Label

1

Male

2

Female

Cases

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_P2:

Region

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Region

Concepts

Data

Value

Label

1

Oslo/Akershus

2

Eastern Norway

3

Southern Norway

4

Western Norway

Cases
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Percentage

# w01_P2:

Region
Cases

Value

Label

5

Trøndelag

6

Northern Norway

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_P3:

County

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

County

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

Akershus

2

Oslo

3

Østfold

4

Vestfold

5

Hedmark

6

Oppland

7

Buskerud

8

Telemark

9

Vest-Agder

10

Aust-Agder

11

Rogaland

12

Hordaland

13

Sogn og Fjordane

14

Møre og Romsdal

15

Sør-Trøndelag

16

Nord-Trøndelag

17

Nordland

18

Troms

19

Finmark

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_P4:

Highest completed education

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Highest completed education

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

No education/elementary school

2

Upper secondary education

3

University/University college

97

No answer

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_P5_1:

Age

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]
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Percentage

# w01_P5_1:

Age

Literal question

Age

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

18-25

2

26-35

3

36-45

4

46-55

5

56-65

6

66-75

7

75 and above

Percentage

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_P5_2:

Age

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Age

Concepts

Data
Cases

Value

Label

1

18-29 years

2

30-59 years

3

60 and above

Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

# w01_Weight1:

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, and P1. See documentation report.

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, and P1. See documentation report.

Concepts

Data

# w01_Weight2:

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, P4, and P1. See documentation report

Information

[Type= discrete] [Format=numeric] [Missing=*]

Statistics [NW/ W]

[Valid=4905 /-] [Invalid=0 /-]

Literal question

Weight based on variables P3, P5_2, P4, and P1. See documentation report

Concepts

Data
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Percentage

